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eNTERFACE Workshops
Motivations – Reflexions

Prof. T. Dutoit
Initiator of the eNTERFACE concept and organizer of eNTERFACE’05
I take this opportunity to mention how the idea of eNTERFACE came to life in mid 2003, when the core
committee of SIMILAR (the European Network of Excellence on Multimodal Interfaces), was busy
establishing its list of workpackages. It is basically a three acts piece.
Act 1. I have been a researcher for 18 years now. It is therefore becoming hard to navigate in the
“conferences” directory of my laptop. Small to big, short to long, close to far away, I think I have tried
them all. One of them, however, will last forever in my memory as the most productive meeting I have
ever attended. It was a summer school on Prosody, in July 1993, organized by the ELSNET (already a
scientific network). I spent two weeks there, at UCL London, attending lectures and, more importantly,
taking labs with my fellow PhD students from all over the world. I must say this is simply the place
where I met most of my friends for life!
Act 2. In 1996, I had the opportunity to work for AT&T at Bell Labs for 1.5 years, in the TTS group. This
was set about 2 years after I finished my PhD (i.e., 2 years after I had signed with Kluwer for writing the
“3-months-of-work” book in TTS I took 3 years to complete; I finished it at AT&T...). It was clear to me
that I was then about to meet the greatest gurus in speech processing (yet I had underestimated the
number of famous people who were working in this lab), and that I would work with the best
maintained software archive in the world (you snap your finger, and you get what you were looking for;
this, I had overestimated..). I did meet all these people, and the atmosphere was such that meeting
each other was really easy, but I also realized something I had never imagined: research in the US is a
huge network thing. “Network” in terms of “you seldom work on your own on a problem”, but also in
terms of “Be with the network; the network will take care of you”. In other words, research is very
much advertised and supported by your employer, by all sorts of professional organizations, and even
among the general public. Hence its dynamics.
Act 3. I was aware of the successful DARPA workshops on speech recognition organized yearly by Prof.
Fred Jelinek at Johns Hopkins University. Funded by the Defence Agency (which implies a strong
financial support), these workshops have progressively become a “must” for researchers in the field,
who come from all around the world to participate. One of our researchers took part to it, and my excolleague Hervé Bourlard, now the Director of IDIAP in Switzerland, was an active member of it. I have
always envied this event, and dreamt of finding money to organize something SIMILAR.
Thanks to EU financing, and with special care from SIMILAR, this dream has come true.
With its 55 researchers from 15 countries all around the world working together for four weeks on seven
pre-selected projects, eNTERFACE’05 has been a total success.
Long life to eNTERFACE workshops!
See you next year in Dubrovnik for eNTERFACE’06!

T. Dutoit

eNTERFACE Workshops

Actively building the European Research Area
What are eNTERFACE workshops?
The
eNTERFACE
summer
workshops
(www.enterface.net), organized by the SIMILAR
European Network of Excellence, are a new type
of European workshops. They aim at establishing
a tradition of collaborative, localized research
and development work by gathering, in a single
place, a group of senior project leaders,
researchers, and (undergraduate) students,
working together on a pre-specified list of
challenges, for 4 weeks. Participants are
organized in teams, attached to specific projects
related to multimodal interfaces, working on
free software.
eNTERFACE’05 was held at Faculté Polytechnique
de Mons, Belgium, in July-August 2005 (see next
article). The eNTERFACE’06 workshop will be
organized in Dubrovnik, Croatia, in July-August
2006.
What do eNTERFACE workshops produce as
results?
At the end of the workshop, a public
presentation day is organized, in which the team
leaders explain and demonstrate the results of
their project. A press conference is also
organized, to maximally publicize the event.
All results, codes and data, are then made
publicly available with an MIT-like open source
license.
Last but not least, the workshop proceedings are
produced 6 weeks after the end of the workshop,
in which each team contributes a 15pp. paper on
the project they had to study, the related stateof-the-art-of-the art, the problems encountered,
and the solution(s) proposed and implemented.
But
still
more
importantly,
eNTERFACE
workshops create a real transfer of know-how
among participants, who continue to work
together after the workshop has closed. They
actively contribute to building the European
Research Area, by establishing a tradition of
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Three of the seven eNTERFACE’05 teams

localized collaborative research.
The eNTERFACE funding model
No funding is provided by the organizers for researchers, but no registration fees are asked for
either. Participants therefore have to pay for their travel, lodging, and catering expenses,
using their SIMILAR finances or other EU, national, or regional funding. Catering and lodging is
available from the University organizing the workshop, at minimal student rates. Some grants
are available from scientific societies.
A limited number of undergraduate students (typ. 10) are also selected (based on their CV and
recommendations from professors), whose travel and accomodation expenses are paid by the
organizers.
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The Summer Workshop on Multimodal Interfaces
July 18 – August 12th, Faculté Polytechnique de Mons, Belgium
th

The eNTERFACE’05 workshop was the first of a series of eNTERFACE workshops, held at
Faculté Polytechnique de Mons, Belgium, from July 18th to August 12th, 2005. Following the
general organization process of eNTERFACE workshops, seven projects were first selected on
the basis of an international call for projects. From this list of projects, a call for participation
was then launched internationally, and participants were selected, on the basis of their CV
and potential input in the projects. This call resulted in the selection of 55 researchers from
15 countries all around the world (but mostly Europe), organized in 7 teams.

Each team work for a complete month on one of the following 7 challenges:
1. Combined Gesture-Speech Analysis and Synthesis (Coordinators : Profs. Murat Tekalp,
Engin Erzin, Yucel Yemez, Mehmet Emre Sargin, Koc University Multimedia, Vision and
Graphics Lab, Istanbul).
This project included the preparation of a database, the study of correlations between
speech features and gesture units, the modeling of gesture units, and the adaptation of
units for specific speakers.
2. Multimodal Caricatural Mirror (Coordinator : Prof. B. Macq, UCL Louvain La Neuve).
This project aimed at creating a caricatural mirror where people could see their own
emotions amplified (image+speech) by an avatar, on a wide screen facing them. It includes
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

multimodal
face
tracking,
multimodal
emotion
recognition, and multimodal
emotion synthesis.
Biologically-driven
musical
instrument
(Coordinator
:
Prof. Benoît Macq, UCL Louvain
La
Neuve).
The goal was to build a virtual
musical instrument driven by
EMGs, EEGs, Heart beats,
video, etc.
Multimodal Focus Attention
Detection in an Augmented
Driver
Simulator
(Coordinators: Profs. Laurent
Bonnaud & Alice Caplier, INPG_LIS, Grenoble; Prof. B. Macq, TELE Lab, UCL Louvain La
Neuve).
This project proposed to use physiological signals, the analysis of facial expression as well
as tracking of the user's focus (eye tracking) in an augmented reality driver simulator able
to appropriately react to hypovigilence.
Multilingual Multimodal Biometric Identification/Verification (Coordinator : Prof. Yannis
Stylianou, University of Crete)
This project involved the recording of a multilingual multimodal (face, lips, speech,
writing, body movement) database for biometric identification/verification. It then
performed on site tests of the various scenarios of fusion between various modalities and
under various noise conditions.
Speech Conductor (Coordinator : Prof. C. D'Alessandro, LIMSI-CNRS, Paris)
The Speech Conductor project aimed at developing a gesture interface for driving
(“conducting”) a text to speech synthesis system. Then, automatic speech synthesis was
modified in real time according to the gestures of a “Speech Conductor”. The Speech
Conductor adds expression and emotion to the speech flow using speech signal
modification algorithms and gesture interpretation algorithms.
A Multimodal (Gesture+Speech) Interface for 3D Model Search and Retrieval Integrated
in a Virtual Assembly Application (Coordinator : Prof. Dimitrios Tzovaras ITI-CERTH,
Thessaloniki).
The goal of the project was the development of a multimodal interface for content-based
search of 3D objects based on sketches. This user interface will integrates gesture and
speech modalities to aid the user in sketching the outline of the 3D object he/she wants
to search from a large database.

All projects were presented to the press on August 12th; this press conference led to multiple
appearings in the national TV and radio news, as well as to several articles in national
newspapers.
All project results are available from the workshop web site: www.enterface.net
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The eNTERFACE’05 Scientific Committee
Niels Ole Bernsen, University of Southern Denmark - Odense, Denmark
Thierry Dutoit, Faculté Polytechnique de Mons, Belgium
Christine Guillemot, IRISA, Rennes, France
Richard Kitney, University College of London, United Kingdom
Benoît Macq, Université Catholique de Louvain, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium
Ferran Marques, Univertat Politécnica de Catalunya PC, Spain
Michael Schnaider, Zentrum für Graphische Datenverarbeitung e.V, Germany
Michael Strintzis, Informatics and Telematics Intsitute, Greece
Jean-Philippe Thiran, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Lausanne (EPFL), Switzerland
Jean Vanderdonckt, Université Catholique de Louvain, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium
The eNTERFACE’05 Organizing Committee
Coordination: Prof. T. Dutoit
Catering and lodging: D. Wynsberghe - S. Devuyst
Web management: C. Ris - N. D'Alessandro
Finances: D. Wynsberghe - S. Devuyst
Registration management: F. Séverin
Publications : Dr. B. Arslan - R. Sebbe
Publicity: S. Fereira - Y. Hiernaux
Tutorials: B. Bozkurt
General intendance: V. Gaudissart - C. Thillou
Social activities : L. Couvreur

The eNTERFACE’05 Sponsors
We want to express our gratitude to all the organizations which made this event possible.
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Combined Gesture-Speech Analysis and Synthesis
Mehmet Emre Sargin, Ferda Ofli, Yelena Yasinnik, Oya Aran,
Alexey Karpov, Stephen Wilson, Yucel Yemez, Engin Erzin and A. Murat Tekalp

Abstract— Multi-modal speech and speaker modelling and
recognition are widely accepted as vital aspects of state of the art
human-machine interaction systems. While correlations between
speech and lip motion as well as speech and facial expressions are
widely studied, relatively little work has been done to investigate
the correlations between speech and gesture.
Detection and modelling of head, hand and arm gestures of a
speaker have been studied extensively in [3]-[6] and these gestures
were shown to carry linguistic information [7],[8]. A typical
example is the head gesture while saying ”yes”. In this project,
correlation between gestures and speech is investigated. Speech
features are selected as Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients
(MFCC). Gesture features are composed of positions of hand,
elbow and global motion parameters calculated across the head
region. In this sense, prior to the detection of gestures, discrete
symbol sets for gesture is determined manually and for each
symbol, based on the calculated features, model is generated.
Using these models for symbol sets, sequence of gesture features
is clustered and probable gestures is detected. The correlation
between gestures and speech is modelled by examining the cooccurring speech and gesture patterns. This correlation is used to
fuse gesture and speech modalities for edutainment applications
(i.e. video games, 3-D animations) where natural gestures of
talking avatars is animated from speech.

•

•
•
•
•

salient gesture patterns and relevant speech phenomena
for potential correlation;
Preparation of Training Data: Careful selection and preparation of samples of gestures and keywords for training
automatic speech and gesture detectors;
Head and Hand Tracking;
Keyword Spotting;
Gesture Recognition;
Gesture Synthesis and Animation;
II. M OTIVATIONS AND I NITIAL O BSERVATIONS

A primary motivation of the work presented here was to
identify natural classes of gestures that conveyed real linguistic
meaning, that is, to identify gestures or groups of gestural
patterns that could be clearly correlated with information
conveyed in the speech signal. Once identified, these classes
would be used to synthesize ”natural” gesture patterns using an
animated stick figure, given an input speech signal. The work
detailed below is intended to be a preliminary investigation and
so is restricted to analyzing gestures in a limited but gesturerich task. An audio-visual database was prepared, comprising
25 minutes of video data. A single native speaker of Canadian
English was recorded, providing directions to a number of
known destinations in response to questions given off camera.
An initial informal analysis was carried out, in order to
ascertain potential lexical candidates that had recurring patterns of significant gestures. This involved close viewing of
the video data by two investigators with experience of gesture identification and speech annotation. Initial observation
highlighted three candidates, ”left”, ”right”, and ”straight”,
for further study. The three lexical items were chosen as
they showed a high co-occurrence with periods of significant
manual gestural activity. Furthermore, they had a high distribution throughout the database indicating a potentially rich
source of data for analysis. It was informally noted that 28
instances of the candidate ”left”, appeared to be accompanied
by some sort of gesture. Similarly 31 occurrences of ”right”
had accompanying gestures, while ”straight” had associated
gestures 32 times throughout the database. Other candidate
words included ”across”, ”no”, and ”down”, but these were
dismissed as having too few gesture-marked occurrences (8,
8, and 6 respectively).

Index Terms— Gesture Recognition, Keyword Spotting, AudioVisual Correlation Analysis, Prosody Analysis, Gesture Synthesis.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The role of vision in human speech perception and processing is multi-faceted. The complementary nature of the information provided by the combinations of visual speech
gestures used in phoneme production (such as lip and tongue
movements) has been well researched and shown to be instinctively combined by listeners with acoustic and phonological
information to correctly identify what is being said. Visual
information can also provide listeners with certain aspects of
paralinguistic knowledge about a speaker, helping them to be
located in space, as well as supplying information regarding
their age, gender and emotional intent.
The project detailed in this report, seeks to perform a
preliminary exploration of potential correlations between nonfacial gestures and speech, with the goal of providing natural
gesture patterns for the task of artificial gesture synthesis.
The project consists of a number of inter-connected modules,
sketched below:
• Audio-Visual Analysis: A fine-grained examination of
the audio-visual data is carried out, seeking to identify

III. DATABASE AND T OOLS
For the database we used a 25 minute video recording
of the experiment in which a subject is asked to provide
another person with directions from one location to another.
The speaker is a native speaker of Canadian English and is
familiar with all the locations asked.

This report, as well as the source code for the software developed
during the project, is available online from the eNTERFACE’05 web site:
www.enterface.net.
This research was partly funded by SIMILAR, the European Network of
Excellence on Multimodal Interfaces, during the eNTERFACE05 Workshop
in Mons, Belgium.
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Fig. 1.

Examples of ”Straight” and ”Left” Gestures

Fig. 2.

A. Gesture Analysis

Examples of ”Nod” and ”Tilt” Gestures

spectrogram, and intensity of the sound. All 25 minutes were
manually transcribed for words ”right,” ”left,” and ”straight”
using spectrogram and waveform to identify precisely beginnings and ends of these words. In the 25 minutes the word
”left” was said 28 times, the word ”right” - 29 times, ”straight”
- 46, giving us a database of 103 keywords.
As we have previously mentioned, while a potential correlation between head gestures and certain lexical items may
exist, (nods linked with words pertaining to agreement or
assertion, tilts with words associated with hesitation), initial
informal analysis, driven in part by previous research outlined
in the literature [1], implied a strong correlation between head
gestures and prosodic events known as pitch accents. The
Tone and Break Indices (ToBI) prosody labelling convention
was chosen to mark prominences in speech [19]. In order to
establish an initial working hypothesis, an experienced ToBI
labeller marked 2 minutes of speech for pitch accents and
phrase boundaries. This two-minute section of the sound file
corresponded to the video segment previously labelled for
head gestures. Our labels deviated from the ToBI notational
convention in that the pitch accents were marked as intervals
spanning the whole accented syllable, rather than single point
events. Within the 2 minute segment, there were 122 identified
pitch accents.

The video was viewed in Virtual Dub 1.6.9 which allowed
the normal speed playback accompanied by sound, as well
as stepping frame by frame at a rate 25 fps. Based on initial
observation of directional words and gestures that were salient
in the video, the following hand gestures were manually
labelled:
• right and left gestures - the right or left hand turns to
make a 90◦ angle with the arm, pointing to the right for
right gesture, or to the left for left gesture;
• straight - the subject starts with her hands in parallel,
palms facing each other, fingers directed up, and moves
the hands away from the body by extending her elbows.
The finishing position is with hands parallel, palms facing
each other, fingers pointing away from the subject’s body.
For each gesture identified as a right, left, or straight gesture,
we noted the frame numbers corresponding to the initial and
the final hand positions of the gesture movement. If the
subject’s hands stayed in the final hand position for several
frames without movement, only the first frame was noted and
recorded as the end of the gesture.
Ten examples of each gesture were snipped from the video
in order to serve as training data for the gesture recognizer.
Six minutes of the video were labelled for the right, left,
and straight gestures without sound and used for analysis of
correlation with speech which will be explained later.
Head gestures were examined and seemed to correlate with
prominences in speech. Since evidence for correlation between
sharp head movements and prosodic events in speech has been
presented in gesture literature previously [2], we have decided
to narrow down our investigation of head gestures to nods
and head tilts. These gestures were manually labelled without
listening to the audio and following the criteria:
• nod - the head comes down with chin closer to the body
and sharply comes back up;
◦
• tilt - the head rotates right or left 45 from its natural
vertical position.
Again, ten examples of each gesture were saved as clips
and served as training data for the gesture recognizer. Two
minutes of the video were labelled for the nods and tilts for
analysis of correlation with speech prominences.

IV. C ORRELATION A NALYSIS
After some manual labels have been provided for speech and
gesture events, several correlation analysis were conducted in
order to provide justification for two hypotheses:
• directional hand gestures are closely correlated with the
identified lexical candidate tokens, such as ”left”, ”right”
and ”straight”;
• sharp head movements, such as nods and tilts, are closely
correlated with speech prominences marked as pitch
accents.
In this section we will describe the correlation analysis procedure and results for both of these two hypotheses.
A. Directional Hand Gestures
Within the six minute video fragment labelled for directional hand gestures and speech keywords as described in the
Database section, 23 gestures were manually identified and
fell into categories summarized in numbers below as well as
in the Figure 3 with percentages. Of the 23 gestures, 15 were
direct matches with the candidate words ”left”, ”right”, and
”straight”, meaning that there was some degree of temporal

B. Speech Analysis
The speech was investigated using the 25 minute .wav
file corresponding to the video. The phonetics annotation
toolkit Praat 4.3.19 was used to view the waveform, pitch,
2
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Correlation between head gestures and accents
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Fig. 3.

Summary of Directional Word-Gesture Alignment
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16%

Fig. 5.
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Head gestures
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Head Gesture and Accent Correlation Graph

did not overlap with a sharp head movement, that is 80% of
remaining accents co-occurred with a head gesture.
The 79 accents that overlapped with a nod or a tilt were
also examined for temporal correlation with the relevant head
gesture. Time-stamp labels of the accented syllable were
compared to the start and end time-stamps of the overlapping
gesture using the statistical test of Pearson’s correlation ran
in Matlab. The correlation test produced Pearson’s correlation
coefficient r=0.994, which implies almost perfect correlation.
The corresponding correlation plot can be seen in figure 5.

19%

65%

Fig. 4.

0

Gesture Marked
Phase Initial No Gesture
No Gesture

Summary of Identified Pitch Accents

overlap between the gestures and corresponding keywords.
A further 3 gestures were deemed to be ”close”, being in
the judgement of the labeller associated with one of the
candidates, but with the phase of the gesture narrowly falling
outside of the duration of the word (2 were off by one frame,
the third missed by 360 ms). Of the remaining 5 gestures, 3
were wrongly identified as being related and 2 were designated
as ”confused”, meaning that speaker has correctly used the
gesture to indicate going left, right or straight, but that the
phase of the gesture overlaps with another candidate word,
usually being used in a different context. For example, the
phrase: ”Take a left and go straight down that street” had two
accompanying left hand gestures. The first overlapped with the
keyword ”left” and was deemed a match, the second with the
keyword ”straight” and was marked as ”confused”.

V. R ECOGNITION OF AUDITORY E VENTS
The ultimate aim of the recognition process described in the
following section is to automatically detect selected auditory
events, namely the keywords, ”left”, ”right”, and ”straight”, as
well as pitch accents. Detected instances of the chosen events
will act as cues to animate the stick figure with correlated
gestures.

A. Manual Labelling
In order to supply high-quality training data for the automatic keyword detector (Section V-B.1), the labels of the
three keywords for a 20 minute portion of the sound file were
used. Since a silence detector was also being trained, a number
of examples of silence were also identified and labelled. All
remaining non-keyword and non-silence portions of the 20
minute segment were presumed to be ”garbage”.

B. Head Gestures
The two-minute sample file labelled for prosody and sharp
head movements was found to contain 122 pitch accents and
81 head gestures 66 nods and 15 tilts. Of the 122 pitch
accents, 79 or 64.75% overlapped with a head gesture, either a
nod or a tilt. It is worth noting, that from the 43 pitch accents
that did not overlap with a head gesture, 23 or 53.5% were
phrase initial accents, which are known to be problematic in
prosody labelling (see Figure 4. Often phrase initial stressed
syllables are misidentified as pitch accents due to the fact that
both pitch accents and phrase initial syllables are accompanied
by tense voice quality [20].
If we disregard the 23 phrase initial syllables that were
labelled as accents, only 20 of the 100 pitch accents identified

B. Automatic Labelling
Unlike in the keyword spotting procedure, the manual
prosodic labels for the two-minute segment in the database
were not intended to act as a training set for an automatic
detector. Instead, they served as a ”gold-standard” against
which we could measure the effectiveness and accuracy of
our automatic pitch accent detection strategies.
3
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Fig. 6.

Obtaining acoustic deviation function for a keyword

1) Keyword Spotting: The part of research during the
project was connected with realization of special speech
recognition system (keyword spotting system) for finding in
unknown speech the words which describe the direction: left,
right and straight. In our case it should be speaker-dependent
because we have only one voice. Such system can be based
on known techniques for speech recognition: dynamic time
warping or statistical modelling.
a) Dynamic time warping based keyword spotting system: Dynamic time warping method is the approach, which
allows finding an optimal match between two given sequences
(e.g. time series). The dynamic programming algorithm is
usually used for searching the optimal match. This method
was firstly applied for automatic speech recognition in the
60’s for isolated word recognition. Among the advantages of
this method the following can be selected: easy realization, the
stage of training of acoustical models is not required as well as
any necessity to prepare the training speech data. During the
eNTERFACE’05 workshop the original method for keyword
spotting was realized using C++. This method uses analysis
in sliding window for comparison of keyword template with
fragment of speech with calculation of acoustic deviation
function along the speech utterance for each keyword [10]. The
keyword template is the most typical pronunciation of keyword
by the speaker. Also several pronunciations of each keyword
can be used for analysis of the speech. The input signal
from wave file enters into the module of parametrical speech
presentation. In this module the sequence of digital samples
is divided into speech segments. And a vector of parameters
is calculated for each such segment. For parametrical representation we used the Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCC). The calculation of speech parameters is fulfilled
by the parametrization module HCopy included in Hidden
Markov Toolkit (HTK). Then the each parameterized keyword
template (”LEFT”, ”RIGHT”, ”STRAIGHT”) is shifted (slide)
along the speech signal with some step and keyword template
is compared with fragment of speech of the same length
by dynamic programming (DP) method with calculation of
deviation estimation between template and speech fragment
in sliding window. Figure 6 shows the process of sliding DPanalysis. The word template slides along input signal with
slide step and the DP-deviation between the template and
signal part is calculated for every step forming the discrete
deviation function. The smaller DP-deviation between the
keyword template and signal part the more probability of this
keyword appearance. At that the sliding step from 1 segment
of speech till several speech segments can be applied. To select
hypothesis of keywords in three streams of deviation functions
(Figure 7) we use the thresholds which depend on the length

Fig. 7.

Sliding analysis in the system
Recognized keywords
33

Missed words
2

False alarms
22

TABLE I
K EYWORD S POTTING P ERFORMANCE U SING S LIDING A NALYSIS

of each template. Changing the thresholds we can manage the
performance of the system and find some balance between
word detection accuracy and number of false alarms made by
the system. On the output of sliding analysis algorithm we
combine the outputs of each stream and form the time-stamps
for keywords in analyzable speech. For testing the system we
used speech of one speaker with duration 330 seconds (5,5
minutes). In this speech there exist 35 keywords and this
fragment contains about 600-700 continuously pronounced
words. This fragment also was manually labelled, but it is
required only for evaluation of the results of the system. The
results of usage of this method are presented in Table I.
We used three criteria for evaluating the system: amount
of properly recognized keywords in test speech, amount of
missed keywords in test speech and amount of false alarms
at analysis of speech. Thus the method showed 94,3%(33 of
35) in accuracy of keyword spotting and the same time gives
about 3,6% (22 of 600) false alarms during analysis the speech.
These results are not well enough but taking into account that
the method does not require the construction and training of
the models of words it can be used in some application areas
for keyword spotting task.
b) Hidden Markov Model based keyword spotting system:
At present the Hidden Markov Models (HMM) are most popular technology for statistical speech modelling and processing
for diverse domains (not only for speech processing). It is
difficult to realize effective system for statistical modelling
using HMM is short time and therefore we used free available
toolkit for training the HMMs. As the base technology for
development of keyword spotter we have chosen the Hidden
Markov Toolkit (HTK) developed in Cambridge University
Engineering Department. HTK is free available toolkit which
can be downloaded in Internet [11] and source code in C is
available. Among the advantages of HTK the following should
be noted:
• World recognized state-of-the-art speech recognition system
4
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Training Speech

Keyword Labels

in training speech at least 30 times. The labels ”left”, ”right”,
”straight” and ”silence” with corresponding time of beginning
and time of ending were set during manual analysis of training
speech. The labelling was made using software Praat 4.3
but the output format of Praat with labels was not suitable
directly for HTK processing because Praat uses the timestamps in seconds but HTK requires timestamps in 100 ns
items. The special software was developed during the project
for converting labelling data from the Praat format into HTK
format. The feature extraction was performed using HTK configured to automatically convert input Wav files into vectors of
parameters. As set of features we used Mel Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients + delta coefficients + acceleration coefficients.
Each feature vector includes 39 components: MFCC - 13,
delta coefficients - 13, acceleration coefficients - 13. The next
step in training stage was the definition of prototypes for
HMMs. The parameters of prototype are not important, its
purpose is to define the model topology. We used the leftright HMM with continuous observation densities in HMM.
The number of states for each keyword depended on the
number of real phonemes in each word. Thus for ”LEFT”
and ”RIGHT” we used 14 states and for ”STRAIGHT” - 20
states. This amount is calculated as number of phonemes in
pronunciation of keyword multiplied by 3 and plus 2 states
intended for concatenation of models. The prototypes for
”SILENCE” and ”GARBAGE” include 5 states each. Then the
initial HMM models were created using the training speech
and labels manually made in this speech. The re-estimation
of parameters was performed using standard Baum-Welch
algorithm for continuous density HMMs. After this step we
obtained the trained HMMs for all words in our task. For
recognition and testing the system we used 5,5 minutes of
other speech of the same speaker. The recognition is performed
by the Viterbi algorithm, the usage of N-best list on the
output of the algorithm in this task is not possible. Thus we
analyzed only an optimal hypothesis of speech recognition.
According to the first experiments keyword spotter was able
to find almost all keywords in test speech, but it gave many
false alarms (above 30%). To decrease the number of false
alarms we tried to apply the threshold for acoustical estimates
but it did not give the acceptable results. The best results of
system performance were obtained using mixture splitting and
applying the multi Gaussian HMMs. In HTK the conversion
from single Gaussian HMMs to multiple mixture component
HMMs is usually one of the final steps in building a system. It
allows creating more precise models for available training data.
The number of mixture components in HMMs is repeatedly
increased until achievement of the desired level of performance
(keyword spotting accuracy and amount of false alarms).
The Figure 10 shows the dependence of keyword spotting
accuracy and inverse rate of false alarms (100% - % of false
alarms in speech). In can be seen that increasing the number
of Mixtures of Gaussians we decrease the number of false
alarms, because we tune our models better to the available
training data and create more precise HMMs. But after some
point the keyword spotting accuracy are decreased. It can be
explained by amount of available pronunciations of keywords
in training speech. Of course using other set of training speech

Training

Recognition

Unknown Speech
Fig. 8.

Spotted Keyword Labels

General structure of system using HTK
Left

Right

Straight

Silence

Garbage

Fig. 9.

Task Grammar

Support a variety of different input audio file formats
Support different feature sets
• Support almost all common speech recognition technologies.
The modelling of speech by HMM includes two stages
(Figure 8):
1) Training the HMM using the database of training speech
which was manually labelled
2) Testing this system by test speech.
The stage of models training includes the following steps:
• Definition of dictionary (lexicon of the task)
• Definition of task grammar - Preparing training speech
data
• Coding the speech data (feature extraction)
• Definition of topology of HMMs (prototypes)
• Creating initial HMM models
• Re-estimation of HMMs parameters using speech data
• Mixture Splitting
At first the grammar for speech recognition should be defined. We used HMM for three keywords: ”LEFT”, ”RIGHT”
and ”STRAIGHT” as well as defined the models for ”SILENCE” (it is signal without any speech but with background
noise only) and for ”GARBAGE” (it is any other speech).
This approach is similar to the approach described in [10].
The grammar for our task is shown on the Figure 9.
20 minutes of manually labelled speech was used for
training the keyword spotting. Each keyword was pronounced
•
•

5
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Recognized Accents
68%

120
Keyword Spotting Accuracy
Inversed False Alarm Rate

Missed Accents
32%

False Alarms
25%

TABLE III

110

ACCENT D ETECTION P ERFORMANCE

%

100

90

signal is analyzed with a pitch-synchronous intensity ripple
not greater than our 4-byte floating-point precision.
Algorithm first detects high intensity speech regions which
are above the threshold ts = 48dB. Median filter is used
to smooth out small peaks from detected speech regions.
Connected component analysis is applied to output of median
filter in order to extract significantly long accent candidate
regions. For each accent candidate regions, related pitch
frequency sequence is investigated to eliminate non-accent
regions. Number of peaks in the pitch contour for non-accent
regions are usually few (0-2) or many (8-15). Therefore, the
accent candidate regions that contain few or many peaks
are eliminated and remaining regions are selected as accent
regions.
The performance of proposed accent detector is determined
using first 2 minutes of the database. Accent detector detected
85 accents out of 125 and the number of false alarms are 32.
Performance rates of the accent detector can be seen in Table
III.

80

70

60

2

4

6

8
10
12
14
Mixtures of Gaussians in HMMs

16

18

20

Fig. 10. Dependence of keyword spotting accuracy and inversed false alarm
rate from the number of mixtures of Gaussian distribution in HMMs
Recognized keywords
33

Missed words
2

False alarms
10

TABLE II
K EYWORD S POTTING P ERFORMANCE U SING H IDDEN M ARKOV M ODELS

these results will be changed.
Thus the best results on system performance were achieved
by using 10-15 Gaussian mixtures in models. Table II shows
the best results of keyword spotting by Hidden Markov Models
based approach where the balance between keyword spotting
accuracy and false alarm rate was found.
These results mean that we have 94,3% (33 of 35) in
accuracy of keyword spotting and 1,6% (10 of 600) false
alarms during analysis the test speech. These false alarms
can be partly explained by specificity of pronunciation of the
speaker. For instance sometimes in continuous real speech
she pronounced the keyword ”STRAIGHT” as ”s t r i t”
that is the same pronunciation as for the out-of-vocabulary
word ”STREET” or in her speech the keyword ”RIGHT” was
pronounced like ”r e i”. Thus after comparison of the Table I
and Table II we have chosen the second version of keyword
spotter based on Hidden Markov Models for the joint multimodal system in the project. The methods showed almost the
same keyword spotting accuracy but the second approach was
better in such criterion as false alarm rate.
2) Prosodic Event Spotting: Motivated from the correlation between accents and head movements, we propose an
automatic methodology to extract accents from the speech
signal. Proposed methodology uses pitch contour and intensity
values as features. Pitch contour and intensity values have
a frame rate of 100 samples per second. Pitch contour is
extracted from the speech signal using autocorrelation method
described in [9]. In order to extract intensity values of speech
signal, the values in the sound are first squared, then convolved
with a Kaiser-20 window with side-lobes below -190 dB. The
effective duration of this analysis window is 3.2/(100Hz),
where 100Hz is selected as minimum pitch frequency. The
duration of analysis window should guarantee that a periodic

VI. R ECOGNITION OF G ESTURAL E VENTS
In this section we present a framework for gestural event
detection. Proposed framework can be divided into three tasks:
1) Manual Labelling of Gestures
2) Automatic Recognition of Head Gestures
3) Automatic Recognition of Hand Gestures
In the recognition phase, HMM based gesture recognizer is
used and the HMM for each gestural event is trained using
the manually labelled gestures.
A. Manual Labelling of Gestures
In order to train the automatic gesture detector and hand
motion modeler, proper 10 examples for each gesture are labelled manually. Since all of the gestures are not well prepared
gestures, elimination of non proper gestures is necessary.
B. Automatic Recognition of Head Gestures
In this section we present a methodology for head gesture
recognition. Proposed methodology consists of three main
tasks which are tracking of head region, extraction of head gesture features and recognition of head gestures based on Hidden
Markov Models (HMM). Optical flow vectors calculated on
head region are used to estimate new head position. New
estimate of head region is corrected using skin color information. Head gesture features are extracted by fitting global head
motion parameters to optical flow vectors. HMM is applied for
recognition of gestures given the gesture features.
6
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Fig. 11.

Initial Head Region

Fig. 12.

1) Initialization of Head Tracker: Consider the first frame
of the frame sequences. Since we do not have any prior
knowledge about the initial position of head in the image, one
should exhaustively search for face in the initial frame. For
this purpose, boosted Haar based cascade classifier structure
is used. Proposed object detector has been initially proposed
by Viola [13] and improved by Lienhart [14]. The classifier
is trained with positive and negative examples which are a
few hundreds of sample views of face with size M xN and
arbitrary images of the same size respectively.
Classifier consists of several simpler classifiers (stages)
that are applied subsequently to a region of interest until
at some stage the candidate is rejected or all the stages are
passed. Classifiers at every stage of the cascade are complex
themselves and they are built out of basic classifiers using
one of four different boosting techniques which are Discrete
Adaboost, Real Adaboost, Gentle Adaboost and Logitboost.
Trained classifier can be applied to a test image of the same
size to determine whether applied image shows training object
or not. One can find training objects of the same size on
a whole image by running classifier on overlapping search
windows across the image. In order to find same object with
different sizes in other words to make classifier scale invariant,
whole image can be scanned with different sized classifiers.
Note that, once the classifier is trained using a specific sized
object, the size of classifier is easily resized without training
an another classifier with different sized objects. Sample initial
head position found by boosted Haar based cascade classifier
can be seen in Figure 11.
2) Extraction of Skin Blobs: Skin blobs are extracted using
color information. Here we assumed that distribution of Cr
and Cb channel intensity values which belong to skin regions
is normal. Thus the discrimination function can be defined
as Mahalonobis distance from sample point x to (µt , Σt ).
Where x is vector containing Cr and Cb channel intensity
values [xCr , xCb ]T and µt and Σt are the mean and variance of
training skin regions respectively. Sample skin blob extracted
can be seen as white ares in Figure 12.
3) Fitting Ellipsoid to Skin Blob Boundaries: Suppose there
are m points on the contour of a skin blob. Let B =
[x1 , x2 , . . . , xm ] where xi = [x1,i , x2,i ]T . Then center of the
ellipsoid is given by µe = E{B}. Principal axis and length of
each principle axis will be the eigenvector and square root of
eigenvalues of BBT respectively. Ellipsoid fitted to skin blob

Skin Region and Fitted Ellipsoid

can be seen in Figure 12.
4) Optical Flow Observations: Optical flow vectors will
be calculated on the initial head region which was obtained in
the previous step. Most trackable n points are selected on the
initial head region by considering cornerness measure. Optical
flow vectors are calculated on these n points which have the
highest cornerness measure. Cornerness measure ρ can be
defined as the minimum eigenvalue of covariance matrix of
derivative image over the neighborhood S.
"
P ¡ ∂I(x1 ,x2 ) ¢2
P ∂I(x1 ,x1 ) ∂I(x1 ,x2 ) #
∂x1
∂x2
S
S
2
(1)
M =
¢2
P ¡∂x∂I(x
P ∂I(x
1 ,x2 )
1 ,x1 ) ∂I(x1 ,x2 )
∂x2

S

∂x2

∂x2

S

ρ = min(eigval(cov(M )))

(2)

Hierarchical Lukas-Kanade technique is applied to find motion vectors on n points. Implementation and technical details
of algorithm can be found on [15].
5) Estimation of Head Position: Once the optical flow
vectors are obtained on n points global motion parameters
are fitted to n optical flow vectors calculated at n points.
Estimation of global head motion parameters are given in
Section VI-B.6. Center of search window is warped using
global head motion parameters. Where warped search window
will be the estimated position of head region in the next frame.
6) Head Motion Feature Extraction: Let optical flow vectors calculated at n points [x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ] are represented
with di = [d1,i , d2,i ]T where xi = [x1,i , x2,i ]T . Global motion
parameters [a1 , a2 , . . . , a8 ] should satisfy the equation:
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(4)

(5)

Since X is tall system is overdetermined. Therefore one can
find the solution using least squares and the least squares
solution is given by:
ã = (XT X)−1 XT d.
7
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until we identified the sequence as a gesture. After a gesture
is identified, spotting continues with the next frame after the
end of the gesture. To speed up the process, minimum and
maximum lengths for a gesture can be used.
We applied gesture spotting on the 2 minute data. Figure
13 shows the correlation between head gestures and accents
in speech. Also the overlap between the manually labelled
and automatically spotted head gestures can be seen. When
compared to manual labelling, automatic spotting finds down
gestures more frequently and tilt gestures less frequently.

Note that, origin is selected as image center because the matrix
(XT X) is rank deficient if we select image origin as upper
left corner. Note also that the more region of interest is far
away from origin, the more the condition number is.
7) Head Gesture Recognition and Gesture Spotting: During
the initial observation of the database, two head gestures (down
and tilt) are identified as correlated with the pitch accents. The
purpose of head gesture recognition in this project is to automatically detect the head gestures in the whole video. Since the
number of head gestures are high and manual detection for the
whole video is hard and time consuming, automatic detection
is preferred. The automatically detected head gestures are used
in the gesture-speech correlation analysis. The whole training
set for the head gestures is formed from the first 20 minutes of
the 25 minute video by manually snipping 14 down gestures
and 16 tilt gestures. The features used in the training set are the
2D coordinates of the center of the head and 8 global motion
parameters, extracted using optical flow vectors for each frame
of the gesture sequence.
We have trained a left-to-right Hidden Markov Model for
each gesture and applied an isolated gesture recognition. For
measuring the performance, we used only 10 down gestures
and 11 tilt gestures and reserved 4 down gestures and 5 tilt
gestures for testing. For a given hand trajectory, each gesture
model is tested and the one with the maximum likelihood is
selected. The average recognition accuracy is given in Table
IV. Results are given for HMMs with 5 states and with 5
mixtures of Gaussian.
Gesture
down
tilt

Accuracy on Training Set
0.883
1

Fig. 13. Correlation between accents and head gestures. Accents are manually
labelled. Gestures are both manually labelled and automatically spotted

C. Automatic Recognition of Hand Gestures
In this section we present a framework for hand gesture
recognition. Proposed framework consists of three main tasks
which are tracking of hand region, extraction of head gesture
features and recognition of head gestures based on Hidden
Markov Models (HMM). Center of mass position and velocity
of each hand is tracked and smoothed using two different filters
which are Kalman and Particle Filter. Smoothed position and
velocity of center of mass is defined as hand gesture features.
HMM is applied for recognition of gestures given the gesture
features.
1) Initialization of Hand Tracker: In order to extract initial
position of hand regions one should exhaustively search for
hand in the initial frame. We propose two methods for determination of hand regions in the initial frames.
First methodology is based on skin color information. Given
an initial frame, skin colored regions are extracted using the
methodology described in Section VI-B.2. However, in this
case, unlike the head region correction algorithm, region of interest is selected as whole image. Thus the skin regions coming
from head are also marked as candidate hand regions. After
obtaining all hand region candidates, connected component
analysis is applied to determine connected regions in the set
of hand region candidate pixels. The connected components
that are larger than or smaller than thresholds th and ts are
discarded. In our experiments thigh and tlow are selected as
100 and 300 pixels. Remaining skin colors are detected as hand
region using a semi-automatic method in which software asks
user for verification of hand regions.
Second methodology is based on boosted Haar based cascade
classifiers. In addition to face detection task VI-B.1 Boosted
Haar based cascade classifiers can also be applied to detect
hand regions. However, unlike face detection, there is no
common classifier structure for hand detection task. Therefore,
hand detector classifier is trained using 240 sample hand

Accuracy on Test Set
0.875
1

TABLE IV
I SOLATED H EAD GESTURE R ECOGNITION PERFORMANCE

To automatically detect the gestures in a video stream, a
gesture spotting methodology must be used. In speech, for
keyword spotting, a garbage model is formed as well as the
keyword models. The garbage model for speech can be trained
with clearly defined non-keywords. However, in gesture spotting, it is not clear what a non-gesture is. To overcome this
problem, Lee and Kim [17] proposed a threshold model that
utilizes the internal segmentation property of the HMM. For
gesture spotting, we have used the approach of threshold
model of Lee and Kim. The threshold model is formed by
using the states of the gesture models. All outgoing transitions
of states are removed and all the states are fully connected
such that in the new model, each state can reach all other
states in a single transition. Prior probabilities, observation
probabilities and self-transition probabilities of each state
remain the same, and probabilities of outgoing transitions are
equally re-assigned. For a particular sequence to be recognized
as a gesture, its likelihood should exceed that of the other
gesture models and the threshold model.
Once the threshold model is formed, gesture spotting can
be performed. When continuous stream is given as input, we
start with the first frame and increase the sequence length
8
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Let the position of center of mass of hand is x, y. The motion
of each pixel in two dimensions can be approximated using
model 8:
xt = xt−1 + vx,t−1 T
(9)
yt = yt−1 + vy,t−1 T

(10)

Thus the motion model motivates the following state-space
model with state s and observations z:
st+1
zt
Fig. 14.

Initial Hand Regions



regions which are selected from ”our database”. Recognition
performance of Haar based classifier is high however false
alarm rate is not as good as Haar based classifier for faces.
As an expected result, there is a tradeoff between recognition
performance and false alarm rate. In order to detect most of the
poses correctly one should train the system using the training
samples that contains significant number of poses. This results
in an increase in the false accept rate. In contrast if one
trains the classifier with specific pose only, the recognition
performance of the classifier drops significantly. Therefore,
detection and false alarm rate for Haar based classifiers will
be high in the task of recognition of hands in specific pose like
sign language. In order to decrease the false alarm rate, skin
color information is fused with Haar based classifier decisions.
Fusion rule is looking at he hand region candidates and check
weather there is significant amount of skin colored pixels in
candidate region. The threshold th for determination of hand
region is 10% where the Haar based classifier decision is a
bounding box for hand. Sample initial hand positions found by
boosted Haar based cascade classifier can be seen as green and
red rectangles in Figure 14 where red rectangle is eliminated
by using the method described above.
2) State-Space Model for Kalman Filtering: Kalman filter
based state-space estimator assumes that the motion of a pixel
can be approximated using the motion model
xt
yt
vx,t−1
vy,t−1

=
=
=
=

xt−1 + vx,t−1 T + ax,t−1 T 2 /2
yt−1 + vy,t−1 T + ay,t−1 T 2 /2
.
vx,t−1 + ax,t−1 T
vy,t−1 + ay,t−1 T

1 0
 0 1
F =
 0 0
0 0

=
=

xt−1 + vx,t−1 T
.
yt−1 + vy,t−1 T

(11)

st = [xt , yt , vx,t , vy,t ]T

(12)

zt = [xt , yt ]T



0
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0 
1
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1 0
 0 1
G=
 0 0
0 0

1 0
0 1 

0 0 
0 0

(13)
0
0
1
0



0
0 

0 
1

(14)

(15)

Process noise ut and the measurement noise vt are assumed to
be uncorrelated, with zero-mean white gaussian distributions
and corresponding covariance matrices Q and R. Q and R
matrices are adjusted by using method [16] which tests the
whiteness of the innovations process.
3) Hand Tracking with Kalman Filter: After obtaining the
initial hand regions for each hand, we define two search
windows based on the bounding box dimensions provided
by the hand detector. Two independent Kalman filters are
initialized using the positions provided by the hand detector.
For each iteration, Kalman filter time update equations are
calculated to predict the new hand position. The predicted
hand position is used to warp search window. Mean of skin
color pixel positions inside the search window is calculated
and and provided to Kalman filter as the observation. Kalman
filter measurement update equations are calculated to correct
using the observations. Posterior states of each Kalman filter
is defined as feature vectors.
4) Recognition of Hand Gestures: The hand gestures that
are identified are the gestures performed when the keywords
are spoken, so there are three hand gestures related with the
three keywords: left, right and straight. The purpose is to build
good models of each hand gesture so that the models can be
used for the animation part. Recognition performance is used
to check the quality of the produced model. The whole training
set for the hand gestures is formed from the first 20 minutes
of the 25 minute video by snipping the parts that corresponds
to manually labelled keywords. We manually checked and
eliminated some videos where there is no meaningful gesture
even there is a keyword. The final training set contains 20
left, 24 right and 28 straight gestures. The features used in the
training set are the 2D coordinates of the center of the left and
right hands and their velocities for each frame of the gesture
sequence.

(7)

Here, T denotes the frame capture rate of acquisition system
which is 1/25 fps. Velocity and acceleration in each direction
x, y is represented with vx , vy and ax , ay respectively.
Moreover, motion model defined in 7 can further be approximated by ignoring acceleration term since we can neglect the change in acceleration between two consecutive
frames. Neglecting the acceleration has another advantage that
each derivative operation is corrupted by noise and simply
discarding the higher order derivatives yield better system
performance if we consider noise/precision tradeoff. Thus the
state motion model becomes
xt
yt

F st + Gut
Hst + vt

T
0
1
0

=
=

(8)
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at a moving state. In this project, we realized two animation
schemes:
1) Stick Model: Stick Model consists of line segments
that corresponds to forearm and upper arm where starting
and ending points of these line segments are determined as
hand, shoulder and elbow positions. Together with these line
segments head is included with a line segment between head
position and the center of the line segment between left and
right shoulder. Animation engine for Stick Model uses 2D
coordinates of the corresponding points.
2) 3D Body Model: 3D Body Model consists of 2 arms
and head without the body. Animation engine for this model
uses a dictionary of gestural events and frames are constructed
manually for each event in the dictionary. Animation engine
uses each event independently for the animation of head, left
arm and right arm.

We have trained a left-to-right Hidden Markov Model for
each gesture and applied an isolated gesture recognition. For
measuring the performance, we used 30% of the data for
testing. For a given hand trajectory, each gesture model is
tested and the one with the maximum likelihood is selected.
The average recognition accuracies are given in Tables V, VI,
VII. We trained different models for right hand, left hand and
using both hands. Each HMM is trained with 5 states and
with 1 Gaussian mixture. Although the recognition rates on
Gesture
left
right
straight

Accuracy on Training Set
0.85
1
0.8

Accuracy on Test Set
0.66
1
0.25

TABLE V
I SOLATED HAND GESTURE RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE – USING ONLY
RIGHT HAND

B. Head and Hand Motion Models

LEFT HAND

Gesture
left
right
straight

Accuracy on Training Set
1
1
1

Accuracy on Test Set
0.83
0.71
0.70

TABLE VII
I SOLATED HAND GESTURE RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE – USING BOTH
HANDS

test set are low, training set accuracies are high. This result
indicates that the generalization ability of the learned models
are poor but the models are good at creating the training data.
Therefore, these HMM models can be used for animation
purposes rather than recognition purposes. The technique used
for restoring the hand trajectory using the produced models are
given in detail in the Animation section.

right hand

100

left hand

VII. A NIMATION
A. Stick Model and 3D Body Model
Given a speech sequence, keyword spotter described in
Section V-B.1 and accent detector described in Section V-B.2
are used to extract time-stamps of auditory events. These timestamps and speech sequence are provided to animation engine
to animate the virtual body. Initially virtual body is at the
stable state and for each frame, animation engine checks for
the time-stamps. If there is a coincidence between time-stamps
and frame-stamps, corresponding body part is actuated to be

0

100

50
0

50
0
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Fig. 15.

100

50

right hand

TABLE VI
I SOLATED HAND GESTURE RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE – USING ONLY

0
left

50

left hand

Accuracy on Test Set
0.7
0.2
0.5

right hand

Accuracy on Training Set
0.92
0.76
0.8

left hand

Gesture
left
right
straight

In order to animate the body model, the center of mass
positions of head and both hands is required by the animation
engine. For each acoustical event, related gesture synthesized
by considering the duration of acoustical event and the previously recognized gestures.
1) Hand Motion Model: Figure 15 shows the trajectories of
left and right hand for the hand gesture examples in the training set. Each trajectory is shifted such that the origin is (0,0).
For the left gesture, the motion of the right hand is limited
when compared to the motion of the left hand. Similarly for
the right gesture, the motion of the left hand is limited when
compared to the motion of the right hand. However for the
straight gesture, both hands have large trajectories. The hand
models for each hand gesture are constructed by HMMs. For
the left gesture, we trained an HMM by using only the left
hand trajectory, for the right gesture, we trained an HMM by
using only right hand trajectory and for the straight gesture
we trained two HMMs: one for the left hand and one for the
right hand.

50
0
−50
−50

0
right

50

50
0
−50
−50

0
50
straight

Left and right hand trajectories of the gestures

To construct an observation sequence from the HMM models, we used the model parameters: state transaction probabilities, parameters of gaussian distribution (covariance matrix
10
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4) Decide ith state using the state transition probabilities,
the previous state and the ith random number
5) End for
6) For i=1:sequence length
7) Construct the ith observation by producing a random
number from the gaussian distribution of the ith state
8) End for
By using this methodology, we produced hand trajectories
for each gesture where, for the left gesture, only left hand
moves; for the right gesture, only right hand moves; and for
the straight gesture both hands move.
On the last 5 minutes of the database, we first run the
keyword spotting algorithm for finding the time-stamps for
words left, right and straight. We then produced the related
hand gestures which are animated during the same period with
the keyword. The sequence length is determined by the length
of the keyword. Figure 17 shows the produced trajectories.
As seen from the figure, left gestures are aiming left and right
gestures are aiming right and straight gestures move in the y
direction. This plot is similar to the one of the training data
(Figure 15).

and mean for the feature vector) for each state and prior
probabilities of states (since HMMs are left to right, always
start with the first state). Using these information, we can
construct an observation sequence by just providing a sequence
length. To have an idea about the sequence lengths (number
of frames) of the hand gestures, we first draw the histogram of
sequence lengths and then applied a normality test. Figure 16
shows the histograms and plots of the normality tests for each
gesture. The test results show that the distribution of sequence
lengths for each gesture is close to normal distribution. If
there are no other information about the sequence length when
constructing an observation sequence, a random length can be
selected from the related distribution. Table VIII shows the
normal distribution parameters for gesture types.
left
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TABLE VIII
N ORMAL DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS FOR THE GESTURE LENGTHS

Fig. 17.
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Hand trajectories of the produced gestures

2) Head Motion Model: Head motion model is generated
according to the duration of accents. Let the duration of the
accent be ta seconds. For ta /2 seconds head center of mass
is shifted in +y direction with 25 pixels/second. For the
remaining ta /2 seconds head center of mass is shifted back
to it’s resting positions. Practical aspect of this methodology
is that, the accents with short period are visually eliminated
and the accents with long period are visually amplified.

The methodology used for constructing the observation
sequence, given a sequence length and model parameters is
as follows:
1) Generate random numbers between [0,1) for each observation (so the number of random numbers generated
must be equal to the sequence length)
2) Using the prior probabilities and the first random number, decide the first state (e.g. If there are 3 states with
prior probabilities 0.2, 0.5, 0.3, then the decision is given
by first taking a cumulative sum of the probabilities,
which is 0.2, 0.7, 1. If the generated random number
is less than 0.2, then select state 1 as the first state. If
the random number is between 0.2 and 0.7, select the
second state and if it is higher than 0.7, select the third
state.
3) For i=2:sequence length

VIII. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this project, gesture synthesizer based an audio-visual
correlation is presented. Audio-visual correlation analysis is
conducted using acoustic and visual events. Acoustic events
are divided into semantic and prosodic categories. Visual
events are selected as hand and head gestures. The types of
events are defined by investigating a portion of the database.
The repetitive patterns for acoustic events are mainly keywords
(left, right and straight) and accents. The repetitive patterns
for head gestures are nod and tilt. Left movement of left hand,
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right movement of right hand and down movement of both
hands are defined as hand gestures.
Given a limited number of examples for each kind of event,
an event model is created. Using the training portion of the
database, these events are spotted and co-occurring patterns
are investigated to train the correlation model. Spotting of
keyword, accents and head movements was not problematic
and spotting performances were high enough to be applicable.
However hand movement spotting rate was not high enough
since the hand movements for gestures are not well defined
motions.
Investigating the co-occurring patterns, we concluded that
keywords and corresponding hand movements are strongly
correlated. Moreover, nod movement of head is found out to
be highly correlated with accents. Motivated from this fact,
using the test portion of the database, first, keywords and
accents are detected. Then the virtual body is animated using
corresponding visual event at those detected acoustic events.
As a future work, our ultimate goal is building up new
audio-visual databases. The scenario of the database that is
used in our project is ”Direction Giving” and the scenarios can
also be extended in new databases. The number of keywords
and gesture patterns will be increased using new scenarios for
synthesis of more natural gestures.

[12] J. Caminero, C. de la Torre, L. Villarrubia, C. Martin, L. Hernindez,
”On-line garbage modeling with discriminant analysis for utterance verification”. In Proc. of 4-th International Conference on Spoken Language
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[13] P. Viola and M.J. Jones, ”Rapid Object Detection using a Boosted
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A PPENDIX I
S OFTWARE N OTES
A. Codes related to head and hand gesture recognition and
hand gesture modeling
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Abstract—This project aims at creating a multimodal
‘caricatural’ mirror, where users see and hear their own
emotions amplified by an avatar, mimicking the user’s facial
expressions and prosody using a wide screen and loudspeakers.
The goal of the project is also to bring together researchers from
various fields so as to build a whole system using everyone’s
expertise. The main technical challenges include facial animation,
automatic face tracking, automatic vocal and facial features
extraction and multimodal emotion recognition and synthesis.

This paper will be divided in three major sections. The first
section describes the visual modality, which involves both the
analysis and synthesis of facial expressions. The second
section will deal with the automatic analysis of user’s prosody
and the exaggeration of the extracted prosodic features, in
order to ‘caricaturate’ the user’s voice. Eventually, the last
section concerns the integration of both modalities for
synchronized and realistic multimodal facial animation.
II. VISUAL MODALITY

Index Terms—Emotion Recognition, Face analysis, Prosody
analysis, Facial Animation, Prosody synthesis, Multimodal
Interfaces

In this section, we will describe the technical challenges
related to automatic analysis and synthesis of facial
expressions. In the first time, we will describe the steps that
have to be achieved to capture the user’s emotional state. We
will finish our description of the visual modality by presenting
the techniques involved in the generation of realistic facial
animation.

I. INTRODUCTION
Researches on automatic emotion recognition and synthesis
is currently focusing the attention of an ever-growing
community of researchers from various fields (signal
processing, artificial intelligence, psychologists, humancomputer interactions, …). Many different prototypes of
emotion recognition systems have already been developed but
it remains very difficult to compare the results of such
systems, due to the lack of common databases and
experimenting protocols.

When tackling the problem of automatic analysis of facial
expressions, one generally decomposes it in three subproblems:
•
•
•

In this project, we will then focus on the development of a
system that would involve the user both interactively and
emotionally, giving the opportunity to users to assess the
usability of such a system, while at the same time generating
real emotional experiences on the user’s side. This affective
response from the user will be used to further train the system,
the emotions generated being expressed in a more natural way
than when expressed ‘on demand’, as it is the case for most of
the existing databases. We could then view the system as a
way of building a multimodal database, which could later be
used by the researchers of the SIMILAR network of
excellence to compare the performances of their emotion
recognition algorithms.

Automatic Face Detection and Tracking
Automatic Facial Features Detection and Tracking
Automatic Expression Recognition/Classification

We will then successively detail each of these challenges,
along with the solutions we implemented.
A. Face Detection
The first thing to do when one wants to design a facial
expression recognition system is to select the experimental
conditions under which experiments will have to be run. In
our case, as we want the system to be fully automatic, we have
to start by detecting the user’s face inside the scene.
Although it seems like an easy problem at first glance, we
quickly realized that the high variability in the types of faces
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B. Facial Features Detection
The main goal of the facial feature detection algorithm is to
specify the exact position for a set of desired points on the
image. These points will be later used for the extraction of the
facial features position. As crucial points are considered the
points that correspond to the inner and outer side of the
eyebrows and eyes, as well as the corners of the mouth, thus
forming a set of 10 points in total.

encountered makes the automatic detection of the face a tricky
problem. After discussing within the team the techniques that
could be used for face detection and tracking, we searched in
the literature for existing prototypes.
Many different techniques have been tried in order to solve
the problem of detecting a face in a scene. After a deep
inspection of the state-of-the-art, it appears that there isn’t a
unique solution to the problem. Rather, the best face trackers
have been obtained by using a combination of the available
techniques. A technique formally known as boosting seems to
suit particularly well our needs: the joint use of several weak
detectors (classifiers which are not able to precisely detect a
face in a scene) may lead to a robust face detector. The
robustness is achieved by exploiting the independence
between the criteria used by the different individual detectors.
To understand how the boosting is achieved, we need to detail
a bit the construction of our face detector. First, each of the
individual detectors D are trained over the entire training set,
producing a recognition rate RD . Then, we assign a score SD
to each of the D classifier, according to its recognition rate RD.
The face detector then balance the influence of each of the
individual detectors on the final decision, according to their
relative individual performances.

The method proposed by Sobottka et al. [2], was followed to
extract the position of the desired points in the image. Facial
features consist of a facial region of particular interest, as they
differ from the rest of the face due to their low brightness.
Therefore, an analysis of the local minima of the brightness
values can specify the correct position for the facial features
that are included in the region under examination.
The image is converted in black and white format, to make
the whole procedure more robust. Let {x,y} be the coordinates
of each facial feature under examination. The image is divided
in columns, forming in that way three equal regions. The
interval in which the y coordinate of the eyes region belongs,
can be obtained by examining the pixels' brightness at the
columns that correspond to the one third and two thirds of the
image's width (left and right eye region respectively).
Following the same method, the interval in which the y
coordinate of the mouth region belongs, can be obtained by
examining the column that corresponds to the middle of the
image's width.

In the scope of this project, we chose to use an open-source
implementation of such a boosted face tracker. After
comparing existing systems, we decided to use the OpenCV
[1] face tracker. Already trained on a large database of
face/non-face images, it produces efficient face detection in all
kinds of settings, thus completely fitting our needs. The result
obtained with this face tracker is depicted in the figure below.

The graphic plot of the pixels' brightness at those specific
columns indicates the position of local minima in the image.
Those local minima correspond to the eyebrows and eyes
region for the case of the column at the 1/3 and 2/3 of the
image's width, and to the mouth area for the case of the 1/2 of
the image width. The local minima actually appear in a
sequential way, just like the way the facial features appear in a
facial image if that is analyzed from the top to the bottom.
At the images below, someone can actually see the way the
eyebrows, eyes and mouth regions are defined by the lower
values of their brightness.

Figure 1 : Output of the OpenCV face tracker
In practice, the face tracker finds the face localization on the
first image of the video sequence and surrounds it with a
bounding box. The resulting face image is then passed to the
facial features detection module whose goal is to initialize the
facial features tracker.

Figure 2: Pixels brightness at the column corresponding to
the 1/3 of the image width
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The same procedure is followed to define the x coordinates
of the facial features region in the image, with pixel brightness
values taken now for specific rows (1/3 of the image's height
for the eyes region and 2/3 of the image's height fot the mouth
region).
In that way, three big regions are defined, one for each eye
as well as the mouth (see Figure 5 below).

Figure 6: Facial features detected in the first frame of the
image sequence
In the above-mentioned regions, every desired facial feature
is uniquely characterized. For example, the outer corner of the
left eyebrow is the first dark pixel at the top up and left corner,
while the inner corner of the eyebrow is the first dark pixel at
the top up and right corner. The eyes are more difficult to
detect, but if the eyebrow region is defined, the follow similar
rules apply for the region left unused. That way all of the
desired facial features are detected, so as to be used for the
initialization of the Candide grid to the first frame of the
image sequence, as described in the following section (Figure
6).

Figure 3: Pixels brightness at the column corresponding to
the 1/2 of the image width

C. Facial Features Real-Time Tracking
The facial features information extraction is performed
by a grid adaptation system, based on deformable grid models.
The algorithm is based on tracking a large number of
previously selected feature points in the facial region as
depicted at the first frame of the video sequence. The video
sequence progresses in time, depicting the facial expression
evolving, to reach its highest intensity at the last frame of the
video sequence. The nodes of the fitted Candide grid (output
of initialization process) are tracked using a pyramidal
implementation of the well-known Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi
(KLT) algorithm [3]. As soon as the tracking algorithm
computes the displacement of all the tracked features, the
resulting configuration (containing the new positions of the
model nodes) is deformed. The displacements of model nodes,
are assumed to be the driving forces of the model
deformation, thereby providing an accurate and robust model
based facial feature tracking method.

Figure 4: Pixels brightness at the column corresponding to
the 2/3 of the image width

Figure 5: Facial features regions detected in the first frame of
the image sequence

The system can be seen in Figure 7.
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where c is the number of classes of facial expressions to be
recognized, here equal to 6, i is the number of points taken
under consideration, here equal to 62 and j is the number of
image sequences to be examined.
In that way, for every image sequence to be examined, a

Geometrical
displacements
gj

c

feature vector F j is constructed, containing the geometrical

6 class SVM
system

displacement of every point taken into consideration, thus
having the following form

⎡ d1j (c) ⎤
⎢ j ⎥
d (c )
c
Fj = ⎢ 2 ⎥
⎢ ... ⎥
⎥
⎢ j
⎣⎢d 62 (c)⎦⎥

Classified
facial expression

Figure 7: Diagram flow of the system used for facial
expression classification

(2)

That feature vector is used as an input to a multi class
Support Vector Machine system (SVM), with six classes
implemented for the experiments, that classifies each set of
grid’s geometrical displacements to one of the 6 basic facial
expressions (anger, disgust, fear, happinnes, sadness and
surprise).

The Candide grid is automatically initialized on the first
frame of the image sequence, depicting a face in its neutral
state. To achieve that, the points detected following the
procedure described at the previous section are used. The
points chosen for the initialization were those of the greatest
importance, being the ones responsible for the formation of
facial movement according to Facial Action Coding System
(FACS)[4]. The software automatically adjusts the grid to the
face and then tracks it through the image sequence, following
the facial expression landmarks evolving through time [5]. At
the end, the grid adaptation software produces the deformed
Candide grid that corresponds to the full facial expression
appearing at the image sequence.

training patterns, F j ∈ R , where n is equal to the number of

The deformed Candide grid produced by the grid
adaptation algorithm [5],that corresponds to the greatest
intensity of the facial expression shown, contains 104 nodes.
Only some of these nodes are important for the recognition of
the facial expressions. For example, nodes on the outer
contour of the face do not contribute much to facial
expressions. Thus, a subset of 62 nodes is chosen, that control
the movement according to FACS used for describing the
facial expressions, so as to perform facial expression
recognition [6].

The main idea of an SVM system is to construct a
hyperplane that will separate the desired classes, in such a way
that the margin (defined as the distance between the
hyperplane and the nearest point) is maximal. Therefore, to
generalize, the following equation should be minimized

Let S = {{Fj } j=1 , l j } the training data set of labeled
c n

d

grids to be examined, d denotes the dimensionality of the
training patterns, here equal to 62*2=124, and l j ∈ {1,..,6} .
The decision function f ( F , a ) , which classifies a
vector F, is chosen from a set of functions defined by the
parameter a . The parameter a should be chosen in such a
way that for any F the function should be able to provide a
classification l as close to the estimation as possible.

φ ( w, ξ ) =

D. Facial Expression Recognition using Support Vector
Machines
The classification is performed based only in
geometrical information, not taking into consideration any
luminance or color information. The geometrical information
used is the displacement of one point di , defined as the
difference between the last and the first frame’s coordinates

⎡Δx j (c) ⎤
d ic = ⎢ ij ⎥ , i = 1,...,62 and j = 1,..n
⎣Δyi (c)⎦

n
1 6
( wm ⋅ wm ) + C ∑ ∑ ξ im
∑
2 m =1
i =1 m ≠ yi

(3)

with constraints

( wli ⋅ Fi ) + bli ≥ ( wm ⋅ Fi ) + bm + 2 − ξ im

ξ im ≥ 0, i = 1,...n m ∈ {1,...6} \ li }

(4)
(5)

The decision function that is derived from equations 3 and 4 is
the following

(1)
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f ( F ) = arg max[( wi ⋅ F ) + bi ], i = 1,...,6

The kernel used was a 3rd degree polynomial function,
defined in general as

(6)

k

k ( F , F ′) = ( F ⋅ F ′ + 1) d

The solution to this optimization problem in dual variables
can be found by the saddle point of the Lagrangian

L( w, b, ξ ,α , β ) =
6

6
6
1 6
( wm ⋅ wm ) + C ∑∑ ξ im
∑
2 m=1
i =1 m =1

where d was equal to 3.

6

6

6

− ∑∑ α im [((wli − wm ) ⋅ Fi ) + bli − bm − 2 + ξ im ] − ∑∑ β imξ im
i =1 m =1

E. Facial Animation
To give the caricatural mirror effect, we decided to generate
the visual features of the user on a face model. First of all, the
existing open source facial animation softwares were
searched, but we could not find a proper one for our task.
Therefore, we decided to develop our own facial animation
engine with available face models. Candide3 [A2] was the
best choice among the other face models, since it includes
action units (AUs) and MPEG-4 FAPs. It is a simple 3D mesh
model including 184 polygons as shown in Figure 8.

i =1 m =1

(7)
with the dummy variables

α il = 0, ξ il = 2, β il = 0, i = 1,...6
i

i

(15)

i

(8)

and constraints

α im ≥ 0, β im ≥ 0, ξ im ≥ 0, i = 1,...6 m ∈ {1,..6} \ li
(9)
which has to be maximized with respect to

α and β and be

minimized with respect to w and ξ .
By further processing [7] equation 6 is finally expressed
as
m

f ( F , a) = arg max[∑ (cim Ai − aim )( Fi ⋅ F ) + bm ] (10)
i =1

m

or equivalently

f ( F , a) = arg max[ ∑ Ai ( Fi ⋅ F ) −
i:li = m

m

∑a

i:li ≠ m

m
i

( Fi ⋅ F ) + bm ]
(11)

where a is a parameter that defines which function is suitable
n

for correctly classifying a vector F , ci is the following
notation

c

n
i

⎧ 1 ifl
= ⎨
⎩ 0 ifl

i
i

= n ⎫
⎬
≠ n ⎭

1) Animation From Facial Feature Tracking
In this procedure, the tracked facial features are directly used
to animate the face model. Since in the tracking algorithm the
same face model, Candide3, is employed, the features, which
are the coordinates of the vertices of this polygonal model, are
used without any operation to deform the polygonal face
mesh. However, due to the prosody amplification in the
speech, the speech rate is usually altered and therefore a
synchronization problem between speech and lip movements
occurs. To overcome this, the animation frames are simply
scaled in time, and the final animation is obtained.

6

(13)

m =1

The SVM system created constructs a maximal linear
classifier in a high dimensional feature space, Z(x), defined by
a positive kernel function, k ( F , F ′) , specifying an inner
product in the feature space,

Z ( F ) Z ( F ′) = k ( F , F ′) .

The software for the animation was written using OpenGL,
and SDL libraries, since they are open source and run on
many platforms. OpenGL is a well-known API for 3D
rendering, and SDL provides low-level interfaces to reach
media devices like video and sound card. Using these APIs,
our software is capable of animating the face and playing the
sound synchronously.
There are two different animation procedures in this project:
from facial feature tracking and emotion recognition.

(12)

and Ai is defined as

Ai = ∑ α im

Figure 8 Wireframe model of Candide3

2) Animation From Emotion Recognition: In this part, for
each detected emotion an animation sequence is generated.
However, since our task is to generate the emotion not the

(14)
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speech animation, we decided to ignore the visual speech and
made our face model just say "mamama...". By this way, our
job for lip synchronization is simplified and we just consider
the mouth opening and closure for synchronization.
To generate the emotions, first of all, static expressions
were prepared. In our case, there are six emotions as
happiness, surprise, sadness, anger, fear and disgust, and a
neutral mood. Also, for each emotion we have three states,
mouth closure for silence, pressed lips during the sound /m/
and mouth openning for /a/. Modifying the parameters of the
Candide3 model created these expressions. There are 65
animation units that control the local movements on the face,
like movements for lips and eyebrows, and are realized by
simple vertex translations. The prepared expressions are
depicted in Figure 9.

one for the position, and one for the time scaling. The
sigmoids are positioned at the center of the transition regions,
which are chosen as 45% of the duration for the both entrance
and exit phases by observation. By this way, the smoothness
of the transition is also automatically adapted to the speaking
rate, for example we have sharper transitions with higher
speaking rates. On the other hand, with the scaling factor, we
have a control on the smoothness. Again empirically the
scaling factor is chosen as three. Moreover, we need also
smooth transitions for emotions. For this task, again, sigmoid
interpolation is performed, by the same procedure as for the
/a/ sound.
After obtaining weights for the expressions, the next step
is to calculate the weighted sum of the model coordinates.
However, instead of directly calculating the vertex
coordinates, first, weighted sum of animation unit parameters
are computed and then they are applied to the model.

III. VOCAL MODALITY : PROSODY PROCESSING

(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

A. Introduction
The main goal of the application is to be able to emphasize
the expression generated by the user in both image and vocal
features. In speech it is well known that prosodic parameters
carry most of the expressive and emotional information
(citation). Due to this, in this project we have focused on the
amplification of expressive variation of such parameters.
There are three main parameters that are considered to
constitute prosody: Fundamental frequency, rythm and
energy. We have discarded the energy parameter due to its
weakness (citation) and only rythm and pitch have been taken
into account. Although there are other parameters of prosody
such as voice quality that could support the amplification of
expressive events, they have been discarded after preliminar
experiments.

(c)

(f)

Figure 9 The six basic emotions (anger (a), sadness (b),
disgust (c), happiness (d), surprise (e), fear (f)) that were
prepared with Candide3

When trying to amplify emotional events it is very important
to keep the linguistic structure of speech. Speech is a process
that carries information in all their aspects and speech
parameters are interrelated within each other. The
modification of one parameter may influence another one and
the linguistic structure contained in speech might be lost.
Therefore, since we do not want to distort speech but to
emphasize expressive events, it is needed to be done in such a
way that language is not disturbed. This idea has been present
throughout all the work presented here.

However, there is an important issue in animating a face
model. There should be smooth transitions between the
expressions otherwise animations seem jerky. For this
purpose, sigmoid function (Eq 16), which is a monotonously
increasing function, is employed.

y=

1
1 + exp(− x)

(16)

In the system presented here the speech is recorded from the
user, some characteristics are extracted from the voice and
used to generated models that will lead the speech
modification. Afterwards the modification of the original
voice is performed and finally played back together with the
animation generated. In figure X there is a global overview of
the whole process.

Using the sigmoid function, first, the transitions for the
vowel /a/ were modeled. The duration for the sound /a/ is
divided into three regions: the entrance phase, steady-state
phase and the exit phase. During the steady state, just the
target expression is displayed, but for the transitions phase
interpolations with the sigmoid function are performed. For
the interpolation, a sigmoid function for the target state (/a/)
and an inverse of it (1-sigmoid(x)) for the other state were
employed to determine the weights for each expression. To
model the transitions with sigmoids we need two parameters:
18
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speech processing and the second one is only estimated by a
simple algorithm that tries to find vowels position.
0.3748

0

Figure 10:
General overview of the speech transfomation module.
-0.5387
0

B. Prosodic Features Extraction
We planned to modify the pitch and the rythm of the user
speech. These parameters had to be extracted from the original
voice. In order to extract them different techniques have been
used for each of them. In order to extract the pitch the
autocorrelation method that is implemented on PRAAT has
been used. This program gives a set of times stamps with a
pith value for each. Then, linear interpolation is performed to
fill the unvoiced regions. Finally, we get a contour that has a
value for every time stamp. In order to eliminate micro
prosody and some effects related with the errors of the
algorithm, the contour is smoothed by means of a low pas
filter with a cut off frequency of 10Hz.

2.76744
Time (s)

Figure 12:
Results from detecting energy maxima, mainly related to
vowels. Then the speech rate is roughly measured as
vowels/second.
C. Prosody Amplification
1) Pitch Variations Amplification
Pitch has a drift in a sentence that makes its mean go down.
It is due to the fact human lungs are limited and the pressure
of the air flowing through the vocal strings diminishes over
time. Then, the pitch decreases when this pressure decreases.
We have considered that this drift is a base pitch around
which variations occur. Then we decided to amplify variations
around this drift line. In order to calculate this drift a
regression line can be performed when working only with a
single sentence. But since in the present project information
about beginning and ending sentences is not known, phrase
breaks needed to be detected. However, this is a still left to
solve problem. Then, in order to avoid it a highly smoothed
base pitch line has been used. These base line is a rough
approach to calculate the pitch drift but taking into account
pitch jumps in phrase brakes.

On the other hand, it is needed to extract the speech rate. In
the application presented here the system need to be fast so we
could not perform a recognition task to count phonemes it had
to be done from the raw signal itself. To tackle this problem
some speech exclusive characteristics have been taken into
account. As can been seen in the spectrogram in Figure X the
speech segments with higher energy are fricatives and vowels,
and the difference between them is that fricatives contain their
energy mainly in high frequencies.

This base line pitch contour is extracted using the same
algorithm as the one described in previous section but with a
cut off frequency of 0.5 Hz instead of 10Hz.

400
357.8
315.6
273.3
231.1

Figure 11:
Spectrogram of “To see” we can see how fricative contain
more energy in high frequencies. Above 2KHz.

188.9
146.7
104.4
62.22
20
0

5.53
Time (s)

We can profit this effect by filtering low pass the signal
with a cut off frequency of 2KHz. Then energy peak detection
is performed. Since major part of the energy is contained in
vowels after filtering, these peaks can be considered as an
estimate of the speaking rate. It is measures in vowels/second.

Figure 13:
In a blue line the original contour of the voice is shown. The
red line is the base pitch line obtained by smoothing the
contour. Green line shows the new generated contour that has
been amplified with respect to the base line.

In summary, two mean features are extracted: Pitch and
Speaking rate. The first one using a classical algorithm in
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The objective of this base pitch line is to model the natural
drift that pitch contour suffers. In order to keep this natural
drift the smoothed contour is removed from the original
contour. Therefore, the contour is amplified by multiplying it
by a parameter. Then accented parts of the pitch are
emphasized in a way that large movements a more amplified
than small ones as can be seen in Figure X. Let f be the
original contour, fb the base line pitch contour and a a
parameter, then the generated contour fo is:

fo t

a

f t

fb t

Figure 14:
In the horizontal axes the speech rate approximation is
represented and on vertical axes the corresponding value for
the duration modification.

(17)

The resulting speech is more emphasizing since pitch
excursions are larger.

APPENDIX

2) Speech Rhythm Amplification
When working with speech flow, there are two main
problems. First of all, we need to decide which features will
be used in order to modify the output speech flow. On the
other hand, it is necessary to decide which kinds of
modification suit for our task. The main task of our project is
to emphasize the captured behavior of the user. Therefore,
accelerated fast speech and slow down slow speech would be
a good approach. The problem with this approach is that we
need to have an absolute measure of what fast and slow mean.
Due to this, it has been decided to use the mean of an
utterance to decide what has to be slowed and which parts
have to be speeded up.

Implementation of prosody processing software
The main parts of the speech processing has been
implemented using the PRAAT program which is distributed
under GNU/GLP license. PRAAT could do the feature
extraction job and the prosody modification. The prosody
amplification and the time transformations have been
implemented in C++ and inserted in the flow of the system by
modifying Pitch and Duration files generated by PRAAT.
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After that then we needed a criteria to decide the amount of
acceleration or deceleration. The mean speech rate value had
to stay constant, and only variations from the mean are
modified. Then a function that modifies the duration of speech
is used. This function translates the speech rate calculated
from the input into a function that indicates the stretch that
will be applied to the sound.
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This function is calculated by applying a transformation
function to the speech flow contour. If sr(t) is the speech rate
estimated, then the time transformation function d(t) is:

d t

f sr t
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3. an adaptive user interface based on the results of step 2
4. an underlying computational architecture to integrate
these components.
In fact a fully functioning system would have many more
components, but the previous components are the most critical
for inclusion in an augmented cognition system and they are
covered in the project implementation.
Basically to provide such multimodal application, we
address the following issues: which driver simulator to use?
How to characterize a user’s state of fatigue or stress? Which
biological and/or physiological signals to take into account?
What kind of alarm to send to the user? How to integrate all
these pieces – data fusion and fission mechanism? Which
software architecture is more appropriate to support such kind
of integration?
A software architecture supporting real time processing is the
first requirement of the project because the system has to be
interactive. A distributed approach supporting multi thread
server can address such needs.
The choice of the driver simulator has to take into account
some features such as: open source software, “First person
view”: (i.e. cockpit view with wheel) and dashboard, source
code easy to modify and possible use of a vibration feedback
wheel.
We consider two user’s states to be detected: stress and
fatigue. The detection of these states is based on video
information and/or on biological information. From video
data we extract relevant information to detect fatigue state
while the biological signals provide data for stress detection.
Physiological signals could be associated to video data in
order to detect fatigue but in the context of the driver
simulator used in this project, a real fatigue state is very
difficult to obtain. It is possible to simulate fatigue on video
data (by closing the eyes or by yawning for example). On the
contrary, such kind of simulation is not possible on
physiological signals.

Abstract— This project proposes to develop a driver simulator,
which takes into account information about the user state of
mind (level of attention, fatigue state, stress state). The user’s
state of mind analysis is based on video data and physiological
signals. Facial movements such as eyes blinking, yawning, head
rotations… are detected on video data: they are used in order to
evaluate the fatigue and attention level of the driver. The user’s
electrocardiogram and galvanic skin response are recorded and
analyzed in order to evaluate the stress level of the driver. A
driver simulator software is modified in order to be able to
appropriately react to these critical situations of fatigue and
stress: some visual messages are sent to the driver, wheel
vibrations are generated and the driver is supposed to react to
the alertness messages. A flexible and efficient multi threaded
server architecture is proposed to support multi messages sent by
different modalities. Strategies for data fusion and fission are
also provided. Some of these components are integrated within
the first prototype of OpenInterface (the Multimodal Similar
platform).
Index Terms— driver simulator, facial movements analysis,
physiological signals, stress, attention level, data fusion, fission,
OpenInterface.

T

I. INTRODUCTION

he main goal of this project is to use multimodal signals
processing to provide an augmented user's interface for
driving. The term augmented here can be understood as an
attentive interface supporting the user interaction. So far at
most basic level, the system should contain at least four
components:
1. sensors for determining user state of mind;
2. an inference engine feature extractor to evaluate
incoming sensor information
This report, as well as the source code for the software developed during the
project, is available online from the eNTERFACE’05 web site:
www.enterface.net.
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A. Face detection
Face detection is the first and maybe the most crucial step of
the image processing phase. The face detector should be
robust (no error in face localization) and should work in real
time. The chosen face detector is the free toolbox MPT [5].
This face detector extracts a square-bounding box around each
face in the processed image. Face detection is done for each
image of the sequence without any face tracking. The
advantage is that the head is not lost because of tracking error
propagation. The main drawback is the decrease of the frame
rate even though MPT works nearly in real time for pictures
of size (320x200 pixels), which is not the case of other face
detectors such as OpenCV [13] for example.
Whichever face detector you use, the extracted face bounding
box is not exactly the same from frame to frame so that we use
a temporal median filter with temporal adaptive position mean
to make the spatial localization of the face temporally stable
(note that the size of the bounding box of the face is supposed
to be constant during an experiment: in a car the driver face
distance w.r.t the camera is stable if the driver stays on his
seat).

The third step is to define what kind of alarms to provide to
the user. Textual messages and force feedback are considered
to alert the user.
An other challenge of this project is to provide a concrete
example in order to test OpenInterface, the multimodal
Similar platform.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow: section II
present the global architecture of the demonstrator, section III
describes how we detect driver’s hypo-vigilance states by the
analysis of video data, section IV presents how to detect
driver’s stress states by the analysis of some biological signal,
sections V and VI describe the data fusion and fission
strategies and section VII gives details about the demonstrator
implementation.
II.

CONCEPTUAL ARCHITECTURE

The diagram of Figure 1 presents the conceptual architecture
of our attentive driver simulator. We propose a distributed
approach to integrate our components. On one PC under
Linux we have integrated all video data based detection and
analysis as well as the fusion and fission components. An
other PC under Windows is used to run the driver simulator
and a third PC is used for biological signals acquisition and
analysis. Communication between all the PCs is done
exchanging XML messages. For that the Dialog Controller
included in the driver Simulator software should be able to
receive multi messages (i.e. from biological signals station and
from video based station). In this case a multi thread server
approach is developed and included in the driver simulator.

B. Head motion analysis
Once a bounding box around the driver face has been
detected, head motion such as head rotations, eyes closing and
yawning are detected by using an algorithm working in a way
close to the human visual system. In a first step, a filter
coming from the modeling of the human retina is applied. This
filter enhances moving contours and cancel static ones. In a
second step, the FFT of the filtered image is computed in the
log polar domain as a modeling of the primary visual cortex.
Figure 2 gives a general overview of the algorithm.

Figure 1: Overview of the system architecture
III. HYPO-VIGILANCE DETECTION BASED ON VIDEO DATA
The state of hypo-vigilance (either related to fatigue or
inattention) is detected by the analysis of video data. The
required sensor is a camera facing the driver. In this project,
three indices are considered as hypo-vigilance signs: yawning,
head rotations and eyes closing for more than 1s.

Figure 2: Algorithm for hypo-vigilance features extraction
from video data
The first step consists in an efficient prefiltering [1]: the retina
OPL (Outer Plexiform Layer) that enhances all contours by
attenuating spatio-temporal noise, correcting luminance and
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whitening the spectrum (see Figure 3) . The IPL filter (Inner
Plexiform Layer) [1] removes the static contours and extracts
moving ones.
The second step consists in a frequency analysis of the
spectrum of the OPL and IPL filters outputs in each region of
interest of the face: global head, eyes and mouth (see section
C for the description of eyes and mouth region of interest
extraction).

pass filter and we multiply their response. The maximum of
the result is obtained in the area in which there are the most
horizontal and vertical contours that is an eye region. To make
the eye areas temporally stable, their position is smoothed
from frame to frame using adaptive mean positions. This eye
detection takes about 6 operations per pixel for each search
area (i.e. each upper quarter of the face bounding box).
Figure 4 gives an example of the input picture of the eye
detector; bright areas are the most important contours. Figure
5 shows the output of the horizontal vertical filters.

Figure 3 : OPL filtering results

Figure 4: Input picture for eye detection : one of the 2
upper quarters of the face-bounding box

In order to estimate the rigid head rotations [3], the proposed
method analyses the spectrum of the IPL filter output in the
log polar domain. It detects head motion events and is able to
extract its orientation. Cortical optical flow filters [2] are
oriented filters that compute the optical flow of the global
head to extract the motion direction. Optical flow is computed
only when motion is detected.
For the detection of yawning or eyes closing, three identical
processes are done independently [4]. On each region of
interest (each eye and the mouth), a spectrum analysis of the
OPL and IPL filters output is done for motion event detection:
we are looking for vertical motion related to eyes closing or to
yawning.

Figure 5: Output of the vertical and horizontal low pass
filters, both filters report maximum amplitude on the eye
center.

C. Eyes and mouth detection
The mouth can be easily extracted in the lower half of the
detected bounding box of the head. The detection algorithm
will work even if the mouth is not perfectly centered in the
area because we analyze the spectrum energy instead of
spatial features, which is more robust. Moreover, there are no
disturbing contours in that area that could generate false
detections.
Concerning the eyes, the spectrum analysis in the region of
interest is accurate only if each eye is correctly localized.
Indeed around the eyes, several vertical or horizontal contours
can generate false detection (hair boundary for example).
The MPT toolbox proposes an eye detector but it requires too
much computing time so that it is not compliant with real time
constraint. We use another solution: eye region is supposed to
be the area in which there is the most energized contours. To
do so, assuming that the eyes are localized in the 2 upper
quarters of the detected face, we use the retina output. The
retina output gives the contours in these areas and due to the
fact that the eye region (containing iris and eyelid) is the only
area in which there are horizontal and vertical contours, the
eye detection can be achieved easily. We use two oriented low
pass filters: one horizontal low pass filter and a vertical low

D. Hypo-vigilance alarms generation
•
•

•

We generate an alarm when both eyes are closed
longer than a specific time period (1 second for
example).
We detect mouth yawning: when a yawn occurs, the
mouth is wide open, then, this generates a very highenergy increase on the spectrum that can be easily
extracted.
The global head motion events are detected with the
global head spectrum analysis. We only extract the
fact that a head motion has occurred. The proposed
algorithms are able to extract the motion direction
with the cortical optical flow algorithm, but it is not
yet integrated in the fusion system.

E. Fusion strategy
After the video analysis, Boolean information about yawning
or not, about eyes closing or not and about head moving or not
are available. A very simple and easy to compute fusion
strategy based on the three index is proposed:
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if head motion is detected
send an alarm to the user
hypo-vigilance value=100
else
if both eyes are closed during 1s
send an alarm to the user
hypo-vigilance value = 50
if the driver is yawning
send an alarm to the user
hypo-vigilance value = 50+hypovigilence value
end
The variable hypo-vigilance associated to each index is set to
50 or 100. The highest the value, the highest the hypovigilance.
Note that in this very simple fusion strategy, information
about head motion kind of rotation is not taken into account.
A more sophisticated fusion strategy has been tested and is
described in section V.

Figure 7: Driver with electrodes on the wrists for ECG
measure
The pre-filtering is based on the characteristics of the ECG
peaks: we observed that these peaks contain energy in the
frequency band 10-35 Hz. As we do not need other
components of the signal we choose to band-pass the signal
using this interval and a Butterworth IIR filter with 8
coefficients. Figure 8 shows the original signal and the results
after filtering.

IV. STRESS DETECTION BASED ON BIOLOGICAL SIGNALS
ANALYSIS

Physiological signals are used in order to detect stress
situation. ECG (Electrocardiogram) and GSR (Galvanic Skin
Response) are announced by literature as very promising to
detect driver stress in real situations [11, 12]. In a stressful
time, the GSR signal and the heart rate signal (extracted from
the ECG) are supposed to increase. Two different experiments
have been considered; they aim at detecting either driver stress
over a long time period or punctual driver stress.
In this experiment, we use the Biopac system MP30B-CE for
ECG and GSR acquisition.

Figure 8: ECG before (first line) and after pre-filtering
(second line); computed heart rate from ECG (third line,
red signal)

Figure 6: On the left, ECG devices and on the right, GSR
device
The main drawback of the data acquisition system is that for
the moment, on line analysis is not possible. For that reason,
the study on biological signal for stress detection has not been
implemented in the final demonstrator.

2) Heart rate computation
The first thing to do, before computing heart rate, is to
identify peaks in the filtered signal. For this, we use a
reference record (ECG when the subject is supposed to be
relaxed) as a baseline to identify the general height of the
peaks depending on the subject. We define the general height
of peaks as one third (chosen empirically) of the maximum
value. In order to improve the peak detection, we also use a
priori information: we consider that the heart rate cannot
exceed 180 BPM (Beats Per Minute). If two peaks are too
close, so that they do not validate this assumption, we keep
only the one with the maximum value.
Finally, the heart rate is computed by evaluating the number n
of samples between two peaks and by using this simple
formula:
HR = 60/ (n*(1/fe))

A. ECG signals analysis
1) Prefiltering
Since we are analysing the stress state of a driver, the ECG
can be disturbed by several muscle artefacts that generally
come from hands or arms movements (see Figure 7). This is
why it is necessary to pre-filter signals.
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Where fe is the sampling rate.

pedestrian crossing and so on. Local stress detection can be
modelled as high peaks in GSR signals. GSR signals have the
property to react quite quickly to an event but to have a
decreasing response to go back to a calm situation very
slowly.
We used this particular property as a priori information in our
algorithm.
First of all, we detect local maxima using the watershed
algorithm. Local maxima correspond to watershed pixels.
Once maxima are detected, we keep only those, which have a
difference of 1 unit with the previous maximum. This
threshold of 1 unit is based on the correlation of punctual
events, precisely recorded, and GSR signals. Then, we remove
all maxima, which are too close to each other by keeping only
the highest one. This rule is based on the assumption that if
two maxima are too close to each other (inferior to 5 seconds),
they belong to the same event. Figure 10 presents an example
of GSR local increasing detection: each peak on the bottom
curve corresponds to a stress alert.

3) Stress level assessments
In case of unexpected or stressful events, the heart rate does
not increase as generally assumed, but one can observe a raise
in its variation. In order to determine this variation, we use the
absolute value of the first derivative of the signal. After
smoothing the result by a Gaussian filter we obtain what we
call the stress level (see Figure 9).

Figure 9 : stress level (bottom) computed from heart rate
(top) for exciting stimuli
B. GSR signal analysis
Due to the chosen sampling rate (200 samples per second) and
the apparatus, some artefacts occur in the initial signals and a
filtering is also required. After trying several smoothing filters
and because of the large variability in the conductivity of each
user, we opt for a multiscale median filtering. Four successive
filters are used with a decreasing window size (100, 50, 30
and 20 samples).

Figure 10: GSR record and punctual stress event detection
V. FUSION STRATEGY
In this section, we describe and test a data fusion based on
Bayesian Network. It is used for the purpose of hypovigilance detection but it also represents a global fusion
method for the integration of additional information in the
detection process. Note that this fusion process is not
integrated in the final demonstrator for the moment due to the
lack of significant data. Both fusion strategies are
implemented in the demonstrator but for the moment, only the
simplest one described in III.D. is used by default for
computational cost reduction.
Human fatigue generation is a very complicated process.
Several uncertainties may be present in this process. First,
fatigue is not observable and it can only be inferred from the
available information. In fact, fatigue can be regarded as the
result of many contextual variables such as working
environments, health and sleep history. Also, it is the cause of
many symptoms, e.g. the visual cues, such as irregular eyelid
movements, yawning and frequent head tilts. Second, human's
visual characteristics vary significantly with age, height,
health and shape of face. To effectively monitor fatigue, a
system that integrates evidences from multiple sources into

1) Global stress detection
We can easily measure the minimum and maximum of the
user’s GSR level. By normalizing the signal to analyze with
these values as usual:
GSR _ level _ to _ analyse − min(GSR _ rest )
max(GSR _ rest ) − min(GSR _ rest )

where GSR_rest correspond to the values of the GSR when
the user is supposed to be relaxed.
We can then define a score to know the global stress level.
Global stress can occur after a very difficult day of work or
when the traffic jam is increasing for example. Global stress is
related to slow but constant increase of the GSR. The global
stress level is used to know the initial state of the driver or
with a sliding window, to know the global state of the driver
in a certain amount of time.
2) Local stress detection
Local stress is supposed to be related to punctual and
unforeseen events as it could occur on roads such as a
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one representative format is needed. Naturally, a Bayesian
Networks (BN) model is a good option to deal with such an
issue.

and Table 2 present the fusion strategy for the simple method
and for the Bayesian network based method respectively.
Fatigue
range

50

50

100

Message

Open the
eyes

Yawning: be
careful

Stop moving
the head

Shaking
power

'100'

'100'

'100'

Table 1: fission strategy with the simple fusion process
Fatigue
range
Message
Message
color
Shaking
power

[0,33]

[33,66]

[66,100]

''

'Tired'

'Asleep'

''

'Green'

'Red'

'0'

'0'

'100'

Table 2: fission strategy with the BN based method
Data fission only creates the message if the driver state has
changed and is different than the previous driver state. If the
user state is the same as in previous call, data fission generates
'NOT_CHANGED' message. In that way the XML message
does not need to be sent to the driver simulator after each call
of the data fission function.
Once the alert message has been sent, the driver is supposed to
acknowledge to the system that the message has been
understood. For example, in the case of the simple fusion
process, each time an alert is detected, wheel vibrations are
triggered. The driver has to stop these vibrations by pushing a
button. The reaction time is also recorded, this time being
correlated with the hypo-vigilance or fatigue user state.

Figure 11: Fusion strategy based on a Bayesian Network
A BN provides a mechanism for graphical representation of
uncertain knowledge and for inferring high-level activities
from the observed data. Specifically, a BN consists of nodes
and arcs connected together forming a directed acyclic graph.
Each node can be viewed as a domain variable that can take a
set of discrete values or a continuous value. An arc represents
a probabilistic dependency between the parent node and the
child node.
Some contextual information such as temperature, time of day,
sleep history, etc can be used to build a prior probability for
the fatigue node. For that we use the parameters proposed in
[7]. For the face data fusion we have considered a very
preliminary version where the network evidences change
when: eyes closed more than 1 sec; yawning occurs; down
head motion are detected simultaneously or not. As result we
got the level of fatigue, which is sent to the data fission
component.

VII. DEMONSTRATOR
A. Overview of the global system
The developed demonstrator is made of
• 2 PCs: one under Windows for the driver simulator
and one under Linux for hypo-vigilance states
detection
• 1 SONY digital camera
• 1 LOGITECH force feed back wheel
• 1 projection screen
• 1 video-projector
• 2 loudspeakers

VI. FISSION STRATEGY
Data fission duty is to collect the data from data fusion and to
generate an alert XML message that is sent to the driver
simulator. Data fission function is called at the rate the driver
state detection is progressing. Generated messages are in
XML format. We decided for XML because it is extendable
and messages are sent only when the driver state changes.
Driver state may be defined by a fatigue value (either coming
from the Bayesian Network result or from the simple fusion
process) that is an output variable of data fusion. For example,
we can set the range of values for fatigue level that determine
the driver state. For those range of values we can define
different screen messages and wheel shaking power. Table 1
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The main work consisted in
- Allowing a Text Message to be displayed within the game
graphical interface.
- Creating a multi-threaded Server within the application
whose purpose is accepting different clients connexions.
- Integrating a force Feedback wheel in order to warn the
user with an other modality than the visual one.
- Allowing the user to make a feedback on the message
displayed by stopping it.
- Parsing XML messages from the multimodal analysis of
the driver. Indeed, it is possible to change the color, the string
of the sent message and the feedback power.
C. Implementation of hypo-vigilance detection
Due to the fact that ECG and GSR signals cannot be
processed on line with the data acquisition station we used,
the detection of stress state has not been implemented in real
time. Only the detection of hypo-vigilance state based on
video data is available at the moment.
1) Face detection algorithm modifications
For face detection, we use the Matlab implementation of
mpiSearch function belonging to the MPT library, which
receives a RGB or Gray level frame as input. Outputs of the
function are the bounding box coordinates of the detected
face.
Due to the relative slowness of the mismatch function
developed under Matlab a fine study of the algorithm has been
done in order to increase the computational rate. We managed
to figure out how the algorithm behaves in dynamic
environment when the video is acquired with the help of
DirectInput library. While streaming, mpiSearch uses a
special object that caches the detected face-bounding box.
The trick is to modify the mpiSearch Mex function and to put
this object as a global DLL variable. Global DLL variables are
preserved in Matlab memory space after the DLL is first
accessed by Matlab. In that way after each Matlab call of the
mpisearch function caching state is preserved.
With using the Microsoft VS.NET 2003, we additionally
increase the performances by compiling the code for new
Pentium 4 generation of processors.
With all these modifications, we achieve about 2.7 times
speed increase.
In order to increase the frame rate again, some of timeconsuming parts of the mpisearch code may be written in
assembler language. This is beyond of scope of the project.

Figure 12: Global views of the demonstrator
On the used computer (Pentium 4 2.4Ghz), the frame rate is
about 5 frames per second but it could be increased up to 8
frames per second thanks to some MPT optimization.
B. Driver Simulator
Around ten driver simulators have been studied. The chosen
driver simulator is TORCS [9] because it is a well
architectured GPL program with well structured source code
and a well designed user interface.
This simulator is working under Linux and windows
platforms. The main sources are written in C++ with the
OpenGL library. The graphics quality of the simulator is
correct and it has a first person view. Figure 13 presents an
illustration of TORCS simulator.

D. Alert message generation
1) The Display Changes
Three different messages depending on the index of hypovigilance can be displayed on the first view of the driver
simulator (see Table 1 for the different considered messages
and Figure 14 for an example of message incrustation during
the game). In order to show the message, we need to change
all the graphical classes within the source code. The
communication between the main program and all the libraries
is created by using some global variables and also by creating
new links between several libraries.

Figure 13: Torcs driver simulator illustration
We integrate an interaction from the Data Analysis Kernel to
our driving Simulator.
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retrieved by the Graphic Editor (Java). Using the editor the
user can edit the components properties and compose the
execution pipeline of the multimodal application. This
execution pipeline is sent to the OpenInterface Kernel
(C/C++) to run the application. The OpenInterface Tutorial
can be found on the Similar web site [10].
2) OpenInterface implementation of the demonstrator
Currently, OpenInterface is in its early development stage and
this driver simulator project is used as a test bed for the
working prototype. The latter provides several services and
also has limitations.
The services provided by this first OpenInterface prototype
are:
• Interface Description Language for the specification
of reusable software code.
• Seamless integration of reusable heterogeneous
software (C/C++, Java, Matlab).
Some limitations are:
• The description of a software interface is currently
not automated and has to be written by hand. This
can be cumbersome as the language syntax is very
strict and the validity of a description is not heavily
enforced besides DTD checking. This lack of
robustness might lead to an inappropriate binding
and therefore to unexplained application crash.
• At the beginning of the project, it was impossible to
perform two ways communication with any Matlab
script. The latter could only be called by
OpenInterface component.
Several issues have been encountered during the integration
phase:
• First of all as the current prototype is only running
under Linux, we had to reduce the set of software to
those that could be run under Linux. It has been
decided that the communication with non-compliant
Linux software will be done through network
communication. Thus, only the following software
code have been integrated into OpenInterface:
firewire camera driver, face detection, head motion
analysis, fusion for hypo-vigilance detection, fission
strategy for alerting the user and a Java GUI to start
the application. Figure 15 shows how these
components are connected into OpenInterface.
• After deciding which software to use as component
into OpenInterface, the main problem we had to face
has been to make those components reusable. Indeed,
in their first version, the software was designed for a
particular goal and could not be reused by a thirdpart (e.g. OpenInterface) as tools. Thus, we
redesigned the components interaction interfaces. To
avoid this redesigning step in the future, modular
programming habit should be enforced from the
beginning among components programmer.
• From this step we have pulled out that a two-way
communication with Matlab script is mandatory to

Figure 14: alert message in case of long eyes closing
2) Force Feedback implementation
Force Feedback is used to make the wheel shaking when
hypo-vigilance is detected. Shaking power is defined by XML
message of data fission. Shaking becomes stronger and
gradually reaches its maximum value. Force Feedback uses
the DirectInput library, a part of the Microsoft DirectX SDK.
The library is based on "The Force Feedback Direct Input
Library (DIL)" made by Bryan Warren and Alex Koch. This
library can be loaded at [8]. In our project, the library has
been altered from functions to class. In class we can set the
time period that shaking needs to reach the maximum
vibration time, vibration activation threshold and to modify
the shaking of the wheel dynamically. We also use the class to
check whether the button is pressed, and if pressed stop the
wheel shaking.
3) Message parsing and controlling the input devices of
driver simulator
After the XML message arrives through the socket connection
it is parsed. We use Microsoft XML parser to parse the
message. You can download the MSXML parser from
Microsoft web site. After the parsing, controller class activates
the screen display message or starts the wheel shaking.
4) The Server Side:
We choose to implement a Server side for the interaction
between the multimodal devices and the user. The network
protocol used is TCP/IP. We implement this socket by using
threads. Those threads access global variables under mutual
exclusion. We use a “GPL” library called Openthreads for this
implementation.
E. Openinterface integration
1) OpenInterface: a short presentation
OpenInterface is the Similar Software Platform that includes
software components dedicated to multimodal interaction and
multimodal data fusion. OpenInterface integrates results from
the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) community as well as
from the Signal Processing community.
Each component is registered into OpenInterface Platform
using the Component Interface Description Language (CIDL
described in XML). The registered components properties are
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•

•

prevent heavy code rewriting. Indeed the camera
driver has to be called by the face detection
component, not the contrary. Therefore, due to the
Matlab Engine API limitations, the only way to allow
Matlab script to interact with component already
running into OpenInterface is to perform
communication through UNIX socket. Of course this
is transparent to the user.
The third integration step was the description, in
CIDL, of all components interface. This step was
straightforward and we did not find any difficulties in
expressing the interfaces in the integration platform's
CIDL.
Finally we started the integration of the components.
It is performed in a gradual way so that we were able
to test each component inside OpenInterface and
point out the incompatibility. Some problems arose
when we put two Matlab components in the same
execution pipeline. It turned out that due to another
undocumented Matlab Engine API limitation, we
could not call another m-script while another is
running. The lack of time directed us to fix the
problem by having one Matlab engine instance per
Matlab script taking part in a pipeline. One would
think that this solution would drastically slow down
the computer but that did not happen. A Matlab
process actually uses resource proportional to the
computation done by the running script.

will induce the development of an appropriate data fusion
method in order to control both the driver’s attention level and
the driver’s stress.
Once the driver has been alerted, it will be necessary to
perform some specific tests in order to control that driver’s
stress or fatigue has actually decreased.
For the moment, the global system is running almost 10
frames per second. It will be necessary to optimize video data
analysis algorithms in order to speed up the frame rate.
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specified expression actually implemented). The first problem
(situation analysis and expression specification) is one of the
most difficult problems for research in computational
linguistics because it involves deep understanding of the text
and its context. Without a deep knowledge of the situation
defining an adequate expression is difficult, if not impossible.
It is only the second problem that has been addressed in this
workshop. Given the expressive specifications, produced and
controlled in real time by a “speech conductor”, given the
intended expression, or an “expression score” for a given
speech utterance, how to “interpret” the speech produced
according to this intended expression?
The Speech Conductor project aims at developing and testing
gesture interfaces for driving (“conducting”) a speech or voice
synthesis system. The goal is to modify speech synthesis in
real time according to the gestures of the “Speech Conductor”.
The Speech Conductor adds expressivity to the speech flow
using speech signal synthesis and modification algorithms and
gesture interpretation algorithms. This multimodal project
involves sounds, gestures and text.

Abstract
The Speech Conductor project aimed at developing a gesture
interface for driving (“conducting”) a speech synthesis system.
Four real-time gesture controlled synthesis systems have been
developed. For the first two systems, the efforts focused on high
quality voice source synthesis. These “Baby Synthesizers” are
based on formant synthesis and they include refined voice source
components. One of them is based on an augmented LF model
(including an aperiodic component), the other one is based on a
Causal/Anticausal Linear Model of the voice source (CALM) also
augmented with an aperiodic component. The two other systems
are able to utter unrestricted speech. They are based on the
MaxMBROLA and MidiMBROLA applications. All these
systems are controlled by various gesture devices. Informal
testing and public demonstrations showed that very natural and
expressive synthetic voices can be produced in real time by some
combination of input devices/synthesis system
Index Terms—speech synthesis, glottal flow, gesture control,
expressive speech.

I.

B. Domains and challenges
The main goal of this project was to test various gesture
interfaces for driving a speech synthesiser and then to study
whether more “natural” expressive speech (as compared to
rule-based or corpus-based approaches) could be produced.
The problems addressed during the workshop were:
1. Identify the parameters of expressive speech and
their relative importance. All the speech parameters
are supposed to vary in expressive speech. In time
domain a list of speech parameters would
encompass: articulation parameters (speed of
articulation, formant trajectories, articulation loci,
noise
bursts,
etc.)
phonation
parameters
(fundamental frequency, durations, amplitude of
voicing, glottal source parameters, degree of voicing
and source noise etc.). Alternatively, physical
parameters (sub glottal pressure, larynx tension) or
spectral domain parameters could be used.
2. Signal processing for expressive speech. Techniques
for parametric modification of speech: fundamental
frequency, duration, articulation, voice source.
3. Domain of variation and typical patterns for
expressive speech parameters, analysis of expressive
speech.

PRESENTATION OF THE PROJECT

A. Introduction
peech synthesis quality seems nowadays acceptable for
applications like text reading or information playback.
However, these reading machines lack expressivity. This
is not only a matter of corpus size, computer memory or
computer speed. A speech synthesizer using several times
more resources than currently available will probably improve
on some points (less discontinuities, more smoothness, better
sound) but expression is made of real time subtle variations
according to the context and to the situation. In daily life,
vocal expressions of strong emotions like anger, fear or
despair are rather the exception than the rule. Then a synthesis
system should be able to deal with subtle continuous
expressive variations rather than clear cut emotions.
Fundamental questions concerning expression in speech are
still unanswered, and to some point even not stated.
Expressive speech synthesis is the next challenge. Expressive
speech synthesis may be viewed from two sides: on the one
hand is the question of expression specification (what is the
suited expression in a particular situation?) and on the other
hand is the question of expression realisation (how is the

S
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4.
5.

6.

7.

Gesture capturing and sensors. Many types of sensor
and gesture interfaces were available. The most
appropriates have been selected and tried.
Mapping between gestures and speech parameters.
The correspondence between gestures and
parametric modifications is of paramount
importance. This correspondence can be more or
less complex (one to many, many to one, one to
one). A physiologically inspired model for
intonation synthesis has been used.
Different types of vocal synthesis have been used.
Parametric source/filter synthesis proved useful for
accurately controlling voice source parameters.
Diphone based concatenative speech synthesis
proved useful for more unrestricted speech synthesis
applications, but allowed for less fine grained
controls. Of course real time implementations of the
synthesis systems were needed.
Expression, emotion, attitude, phonostylistics.
Questions and hypotheses in the domain of emotion
research
and
phonostylistics,
evaluation
methodology for expressive speech synthesis have
only marginally been addressed because of the short
time available. For the same reason preliminary
evaluation of the results obtained took place on an
informal basis only.

data in a serial way, under OSC the values are sent in parallel,
allowing a fixed rate for every controller.
D. Overview of the work done
The work has been organized along two main lines: text-tospeech synthesis and parametric voice quality synthesis. As
for text-to-speech synthesis two different configurations have
been produced. For one of the systems the only parameter
controlled in real time is fundamental frequency. Phonemes
and durations are computed automatically by the text-tospeech engine (we used Mary (Schröder & Trouvain, 2003)
for English ) and then produced by the MBROLA diphone
system (Dutoit & al., 1996). For the second system, syllables
are triggered by the player. Then durations, fundamental
frequency and intensity are controlled using the
MidiMBROLA synthesis system (D’Alessandro & al. 2005).
As for parametric voice quality synthesis, coined herein the
“Baby Synthesizers” also two different approaches have also
been implemented. Both are based on a parametric description
of the voice source. In one system, the well-known LF model
(Fant & al. 1985, Fant 1995) of the glottal flow derivative has
been used, and augmented with an aperiodic component. The
other system is based on a spectral approach to glottal flow
modelling, the Causal/Anticausal Linear Model, CALM
(Doval & al. 2003). This model has also been augmented with
an aperiodic component.
In the remaining of this paper, the four systems developed
during the workshop will be described in more detail.

C. Gesture Control Devices
Several devices, whose controllers and ranges are quite
different, where used. At first, we used two keyboards, one
Roland PC-200, with 49 keys, a Pitch Bend /Modulation
Wheel and one fader. The range of the keyboard is by default
between 36 and 84 but can be shifted in order to change the
frequency register. The Pitch Bend/Modulation wheel sends
values between 0 and 127 according to the MIDI protocol.
Thus, these several controllers are respectively sending values
on dedicated Note On/Off, Pitch Bend and Control Change
channels.
The second keyboard was a Edirol PCR-50 which features 8
knobs and 8 faders in addition to the controls mentioned
before. Similarly, in this keyboard the values are set between
0 and 127 and it sends data on several Control Change
channels.
In addition to the Roland keyboard we also used an Eobody
controller to have some extra knob controls in order to drive
the MaxMBROLA Text-To-Speech synthesizer. This sensor
interface converts any sensor raw data to MIDI protocol, but
as a matter of fact we only used the inbox knobs. We were
also able to use a MIDI foot controller providing ten switches
in ten different banks and two expression pedals.
A P5 Glove with five flexion sensors linked to the fingers that
could bend when fist clench was also employed. The sensors
send data in range 0 to 63. Thanks to an Infrared sensor, the
glove offers the ability to track the hand position in three
spatial dimensions (x,y,z) within a continuous range roughly
equal to [–500,+500].
The glove does not actually use MIDI protocol but Open
Sound Control (OSC) instead. Contrary to MIDI which sets

II. REAL TIME CONTROL OF AN AUGMENTED LF-MODEL.
A. The voice source model in the time domain
In the linear acoustic model of speech production, the
effect of the voice source is represented by the time-varying
acoustic flow passing through the glottis. When the vocal
folds are regularly oscillating (voiced speech), the glottal flow
can be represented using a glottal flow model, the most widely
used being the Liljencrants-Fant (LF) model (Fant & al.
1985). The glottal flow is the air stream coming from the
lungs through the trachea and pulsed by the glottal vibration.
All the glottal flow models are pulse like, positive (except in
the case of ingressive speech), quasi-periodic, continuous, and
differentiable (except at closure). Acoustic radiation of speech
at the mouth opening can be approximated as a derivation of
the glottal flow. Therefore, the glottal flow derivative is often
considered in place of the glottal flow itself. The form of the
glottal flow derivative can often be recognized in the speech
waveform, with additional formant ripples. The time-domain
glottal flow models can be described by equivalent sets of 5
parameters (Doval & d’Alessandro, 1999):
• Av: peak amplitude of the glottal flow, or
amplitude of voicing.
•
T0: fundamental period (inverse of F0)
• Oq: open quotient, defined as the ratio between the
glottal open time and the fundamental period. This
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•

•

1.It must be pointed out that an aperiodic component must
also be added to the periodic LF model. Two types of
aperiodicities have to be considered: structural aperiodicities
(jitter and shimmer) that are perturbations of the waveform
periodicity and amplitude, and additive noise.

quotient is also defining the glottal closure instant
at time Oq*T0.
Am: asymmetry coefficient, defined as the ratio
between the flow opening time and the open time.
This quotient is also defining the instant Tm of
maximum of the glottal flow, relative to T0 and Oq
(Tm= Am*Oq*T0). Another equivalent parameter is
the speed quotient Sq, defined as the ratio between
opening and closing times, Am = Sq / (1 +Sq).
Qa: the return phase quotient defined as the ratio
between the effective return phase duration (i.e.
the duration between the glottal closure instant,
and effective closure) and the closed phase
duration. In case of abrupt closure Qa = 0.

Note that compared to the LF model new parameters are
added for controlling the aperiodic component. Shimmer and
Jitter are perturbation of T0 amplitude of the LF model
(structural aperiodicities). Filtered white noise is also added to
the source for simulating aspiration noise in the voice source.
The voice source waveform is then passed in a vocal tract
filter to produce vowels. The initial formant transitions have
been designed to produce a voiced stop consonant close to /d/.
This time-domain “baby synthesizer” based on the augmented
LF model is presented in Figure 2. The circles indicate those
parameters than can be controlled in real time by the gesture
captors
Time Domain Baby Synthesizer
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Figure 1: Time domain models of the glottal
flow and glottal flow derivative (LFmodel),after Henrich & al. 2002.

Figure 2.
The time-domain “baby synthesizer”
implemented in the project, LF model of the source,
source aperiodicities and vocal tract filter.

When considering the glottal flow derivative, the peak
amplitude is generally negative, because the closing phase is
generally shorter than the opening phase. So the descending
slope of the glottal flow is steeper, and its derivative larger.
All the time-domain parameters are equivalent for the glottal
flow and its derivative except this amplitude parameter:
• E: peak amplitude of the derivative, or maximum
closure speed of the glottal flow. Note that E is
situated at Oq*T0, or glottal closure instant. It is
often assumed that E represents the maximum
acoustic excitation of the vocal tract
E and Av are both representing a time domain amplitude
parameter. One or the other can be used for controlling
amplitude, but E appears more consistently related to loudness
and should probably be preferred for synthesis. The waveform
and derivative waveform of the LF model are plotted in Figure

B. Mapping
There is no one-to-one correspondence between voice
quality and glottal flow parameters. Their relationships are the
subject of a large body of work. They can be sketched as
follows (d’Alessandro, forthcoming). F0 describes melody. A
very low F0 generally signals creaky voice and a high F0
generally signals falsetto voice. Oq describes mainly the laxtense dimension. Oq is close to 1 for a lax voice, and may be
as low as 0.3 for very pressed or tense phonation. As Av
represents the maximum flow, it is an indication of flow
voice, and it may help for analysis of the vocal effort
dimension. E correlates well with the sound intensity. Qa
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•

correlates also with the effort dimension. When Qa =0 the
vocal cords close abruptly. Then both E the asymmetry Am are
generally high, and so is vocal effort. Conversely, large values
of Qa (0.05-0.2) give birth to a smooth glottal closure –the
vocal effort is low. The asymmetry coefficient Am has an
effect on both the lax-tense dimension (asymmetry is close to
0.5 for a lax voice, and higher for a tense voice) and the vocal
effort dimension (asymmetry generally increases when the
vocal effort increases). Therefore some sort of mapping
between raw voice source parameters and voice quality
dimensions is needed.
For controlling of the baby synthesizers, voice quality
dimensions are mapped onto voice source acoustic
parameters. These voice quality dimensions are then
controlled by the gesture captors, as explained in Figure 3.

•

•

III. REAL TIME CONTROL OF A CAUSAL/ANTICAUSAL LINEAR
SPECTRAL MODEL
A. The voice source model in the spectral domain
Modelling the voice source in the spectral domain is
interesting and useful because the spectral description of
sounds is closer to auditory perception. Time-domain and
frequency domain descriptions of the glottal flow are
equivalent only if both the amplitude and the phase spectrum
are taken into account, as it is the case in this work.
The voice source in the spectral domain can be considered
as a low-pass system. It means that the energy of the voice
source is mainly concentrated in low frequencies (recall that
only frequencies below 3.5 kHz were used in wired phones)
and is rapidly decreasing when frequency increases. The
spectral slope, or spectral tilt, in the radiated speech spectrum
(which is strongly related to the source derivative) is at most 6 dB/octave for high frequencies. As this slope is of +6
dB/octave at frequency 0, the overall shape of the spectrum is
a broad spectral peak. This peak has a maximum, mostly
similar in shape to vocal tract resonance peaks (but different
in nature). This peak shall be called here the “glottal
formant'”. This formant is often noticeable in speech
spectrograms, where it is referred at as the “voice bar”, or
glottal formant below the first vocal tract formant.
Spectral properties of the source can then be studied in
terms of properties of this glottal formant. These properties
are:
1. the position of the glottal formant (or
“frequency”);
2. the width of the glottal formant (or “bandwith”);
3. the high frequency slope of the glottal formant, or
“spectral tilt”;
4. the height of the glottal formant, or “amplitude”.
One can show that the frequency of the glottal formant is
inversely proportional to the open quotient Oq (Doval et al.
1997). It means that the glottal formant is low for a lax voice,
with a high open quotient. Conversely, a tense voice has a
high glottal formant, because open quotient is low.
The glottal formant amplitude is directly proportional to the
amplitude of voicing. The width of the glottal formant is
linked to the asymmetry of the glottal waveform. The relation
is not simple, but one can assume that a symmetric waveform
(a low Sq) results is a narrower and slightly lower glottal
formant. Conversely, a higher asymmetry results in a broader
and slightly higher glottal formant

Figure 3. Mapping in Time domain
Mapping in Spectral Domain
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The Pitch Bend/Modulation wheel was
respectively controlling Frequency and Volume in
such a way that no sound is produced the wheel is
released.
In addition to this, we used the pedal board to
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tract formants of different predefined vowels
(a,e,i,o,u).
Finally, one expression pedal of this pedal board
was use to add noise to the signal generated.
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C. Gestural control
The augmented LF model has been implemented entirely in
the Pure Data environment. The implementation is based on
the normalized LF model worked out in (Doval &
d’Alessandro 1999).
The way controllers have been mapped to the various
synthesizers was somewhat arbitrary. It must be pointed out
that controllers could practically be driving any of the several
synthesizers we implemented. For the augmented LF model
Baby synthesizer the configuration was settled as follows:
• The Edirol MIDI keyboard was driving three
voice dimensions. The keys from (from left to
right) define the vocal effort, and the velocity of
the pressed key was linked to the glottal pressure.
• In order to be able to have a dynamic mapping of
these two dimensions we chose to have the
possibility to change the parameters driving these
dimensions. So that we could easily set the mid
value and the span of asymmetry, open quotient
and closing phase time, these parameters were
each set by two knobs.
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causal second order system, computed according to the
frequency and bandwidth of the glottal formant, whose
response is reversed in time to obtain an anti-causal response.
Spectral tilt is introduced by filtering this anti-causal response
by the spectral tilt component of the model. The waveform is
then normalized in order to control accurately the intensity
parameter E.
An aperiodic component is added to this model, including
jitter, shimmer and additive filtered white noise. The additive
noise is also modulated by the glottal waveform.
Then the voice source signal is passed through a vocal tract
formant filter to produce various vowels. Figure 6 presents an
overview of the spectral “Baby synthesizer.
Figure 6. CALM Model

Figure 4. Glottal flow derivative spectrum (after
Henrich &al. 2002)

Frequency Domain Baby Synthesizer

Around a typical value of the asymmetry coefficient (2/3)
and for normal values of open quotient (between 0.5 and 1),
the glottal formant is located slightly below or close to the
first harmonic (H1 = f0). For Oq=0.4 and Am=0.9, for instance,
it can then reach the fourth harmonic
Up to now, we have assumed an abrupt closure of the vocal
folds. A smooth closure of the vocal folds is obtained by a
positive Qa in time domain. In spectral domain, the effect of a
smooth closure is to increase spectral tilt. The frequency
position where this additional attenuation starts is inversely
proportional to Qa. For a low Qa, attenuation affects only high
frequencies, because the corresponding point in the spectrum
is high. For a high Qa, this attenuation changes frequencies
starting at a lower point in the spectrum.
In summary, the spectral envelope of glottal flow models can
be considered as the gain of a low-pass filter. The spectral
envelope of the derivative can then be considered as the gain
of a band-pass filter. The source spectrum can be stylized by 3
linear segments with +6dB/octave, -6dB/octave and 12dB/octave (or sometimes -18dB/oct) slopes respectively.
The two breakpoints in the spectrum correspond to the glottal
spectral peak and the spectral tilt cut-off frequency
An example displaying linear stylization of the envelope of
the glottal spectrum in a log representation is given in
Figure 4.
For synthesis in the spectral domain, it is possible to design an
all-pole filter which is comparable to e.g. the LF model. This
filter is a 3rd order low-pass filter, with a pair of conjugate
complex poles, and a simple real pole. The simple real pole is
given directly by the spectral tilt parameter. It is mainly
effective in the medium and high frequencies of the spectrum.
The pair of complex-conjugate poles is used for modeling the
glottal formant. If one wants to preserve the glottal pulse
shape, and then the glottal flow phase spectrum, it is necessary
to design an anticausal filter for this poles pair. If one wants to
preserve the finite duration property of the glottal pulse, it is
necessary to truncate the impulse response of the filter. The
spectral model is then a Causal (spectral tilt) Anti-causal
(glottal formant) Linear filter Model (CALM, see Doval & al.
2003). This model is computed by filtering a pulse train by a
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B. Mapping
This global spectral description of the source spectrum shows
that the two main effects of the source are affecting the two
sides of the frequency axis. The low-frequency effect of the
source, related to the lax-tense dimension is often described in
terms of the first harmonic amplitudes H1 and H2 or in terms
of the low frequency spectral envelope. A pressed voice has a
higher H2 compared to H, and conversely a lax voice has a
higher H1 compared to H. The effort dimension is often
described in terms of spectral tilt. A louder voice has a lower
spectral tilt, and spectral tilt increases when loudness is
lowering.
Then the vocal effort dimension is mainly mapped onto the
spectral tilt and glottal formant bandwidth parameters
(asymmetry), although the voice pressure dimension depends
mostly on the glottal formant centre frequency, associated to
open quotient.
Other parameters of interest are structural aperiodicities (jitter
and shimmer) and additive noise.
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B. MaxMBROLA~ external object: MBROLA inside
Max/MSP
This section explains how the MBROLA technology has been
integrated inside the Max/MSP environment (D’Alessandro &
al. 2005). Max/MSP objects work as small servers. They are
initialized when they are imported into the workspace. They
contain a set of dedicated functions (methods) which are
activated when the object receives particular messages. These
messages can be simple numbers, symbols or complex
messages with a header and arguments. Considering that realtime request-based protocol of communication between
objects, a Max/MSP external object containing the MBROLA
algorithm has been developed and a particular set of messages
(header and arguments) has been formalized to communicate
with the synthesizer.

Mapping in Time Domain
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Figure 8. Internal structure of the MaxMBROLA~
external object (after D’Alessandro & al. 2005).

Figure 7. Mapping in Spectral domain
C. Gestural control of the spectral Baby Synthesizer
For this synthesizer, a P5 data glove is used. This input device
allows driving 8 continuous variable parameters at once: 3
spatial position x, y, z associated with the movement of the
glove relative to a fixed device on the table and 5 parameters
associated with bending of the five fingers. Several keys on
the computer keyboard are controlling vowels. The glove was
driving the spectral-domain glottal source model. Only the
two horizontal spatial dimensions (x,z) were used as follows:
the x variable was linked to intensity E and the z variable was
linked to fundamental frequency. All the fingers but the little
finger were used to control respectively (beginning from the
thumb) noise ratio, Open Quotient, Spectral Tilt and
Asymmetry. This mapping is most reliable and effective
(compared to the keyboard used in the first experiment). Only
a short training phase was sufficient to obtain very natural
voice source variations. The computer keyboard was used for
changing values of the formant filters for synthesizing
different vowels, and then basic vocal tract articulations.
IV. REAL TIME CONTROL OF F0 IN A TEXT-TO-SPEECH
SYSTEM USING MAXMBROLA

As shown in Figure 8, we can separate the possible requests in
two main channels. On one side, there is parameter
modification, which influences the internal state of the
synthesizer. On the other side, there is the phonetic/prosodic
stream, which generates speech instantaneously.

A. Max/MSP Graphical Programming Environnement
The Max graphical development environment and its MSP
audio processing library (Zicarelli & al., 2004) are widely
used the computer music community. This software is a
powerful tool in many fields of electronic music like real-time
sound
processing,
control
mapping,
composition,
enhancement of performance abilities etc. It is a rare example
of an intuitive interface (design of personalized modules by
the building of graphs of simple functions, called objects) and
a high level of flexibility (functions accepting and modifying
numbers, symbols, audio and video stream, etc) at the same
time. The capabilities of that software increase every day due
to the help of an active developer community providing new
external objects (or externals).

C. Available actions of the object
1) Internal state modifications
Specific modifications of the internal state of the MBROLA
synthesizer can be applied with Max/MSP requests. Here
follows a description of the supported actions. The labels are
used to name inlets (from left to right: Messages, Fs, Time,
Pitch and Voice) and examples of the supported messages are
illustrated on Figure 9.
The synthesizer always starts with the initialization task
(Messages inlet). Thit function starts the MBROLA engine
loads the requested diphone database and set all the internal
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has been modified to fit to the Max message structure. For
example, the following stream:

parameters to their default values. All the existing MBROLA
databases are compatible with this application.
The stream provided by the external can be frozen
(Messages inlet). It means that the phonetic/prosodic content
stays in memory but the MBROLA engine stops the synthesis
task.

phonemes & b 50 0 156 * a 150 100 204 #
begins by initializing the synthesizer, then produces a syllable
/ba/ of 200 (50 + 150) milliseconds with a fundamental
frequency increasing from 156Hz to 204Hz (two pitch points).
Finally, it flushes the phoneme buffer.

Figure 9. Supported messages of the MaxMBROLA~
external object.

2) Phonetic/prosodic stream processing

D. Adding Text-to-Phoneme capabilities to MaxMBROLA
MaxMBROLA requires a phonemic specification as input just
like it is used in mbrola .pho files, i.e. a transcription in
SAMPA with optional information on duration and pitch.
MaxMBROLA, just as mbrola, is not intended to be a fully
fledged text-to-speech system. Anyway, it is obviously
advantageous to combine it more directly with some kind of
text-to-phoneme preprocessing in order to increase the
flexibility of the system.
It was thus decided to use the text-to-phoneme capabilities
provided by the TTS-system Mary (Schröder & Trouvain,
2003).
Mary is a Text-To-Speech system available for German and
English. One of its attractive properties is that it offers full
access to the results of intermediate processing steps. It
provides an XML representation that contains not only the
phonemes, their durations and pitch, but also a straightforward
encoding of the full prosodic hierarchy which comprises
phrases, words and syllables.
As there are applications of MaxMBROLA where the speech
is to be synthesized syllable-wise, the latter information is
most valuable.
A collection of simple Perl-scripts for parsing and converting
Mary-XML format as well as standard mbrola .pho files to the
input format required by MaxMBROLA was produced.
Max/MSP provides a "shell"-object which allows the
execution of shell-commands, including piping, within a
patch. This made the smooth integration of the text-tophoneme processing rather straightforward.
As Mary is implemented as server-client architecture, as a
special treat Mary was currently not installed locally but was
accessed via Internet from within Max/MSP.

The requests for generating speech in the Max environment
are described. All the following messages are sent into the
Messages inlet.
A loading request allows to use a standard *.pho file
(which include the list of phonemes to be produced and the
target prosody) to perform synthesis. Examples are available
together with MBROLA voices and complete explanations
about standard SAMPA (Speech Assessment Methods
Phonetic Alphabet). SAMPA is a machine-readable phonetic
alphabet used in many speech synthesizers. (Cf. the SAMPApage http://www.phon.ucl.ac.uk/home/sampa/home.htm).
We developed a function that directly accepts SAMPA
streams inside Max messages to provide user control to
interactive speech production. The standard SAMPA notation

E. Gestural control of the Text-to-Speech system
Only one parameter, namely fundamental frequency (F0), was
controlled by the glove in the MaxMbrola + mary text-toSpeech system. The phoneme stream and segment durations
were computed by the TTS system. A flat pitch MBROLA
signal was computed according to this data. Then F0
movements were computed by a PSOLA post-processing
module receiving the flat MBROLA synthesized speech as
input. F0 was modulated in real time, according to the
distance between the glove and a fixed device on the table.
This very simple control scheme was very effective. Very
realistic and expressive prosodic variations were produced
almost immediately because controlling F0 this way proved
very intuitive.

The MBROLA engine can also be stopped (Messages
inlet). That function flushes the phonetic/prosodic content,
stops the synthesis process and sets all the internal parameters
to their default values. The diphone database remains loaded.
Fs inlet receives a floating point number. It controls the
output sampling rate. Indeed, the original sampling rate
depends on the database (16000Hz or 22050Hz). Linear
interpolation is performed allowing the use of that external
object with all possible sampling rates.
The inlets Time, Pitch and Voice each receive a floating
point number. These values are respectively the time ratio
(deviation of the reference speed of speech), the pitch ratio
(deviation of the reference fundamental frequency of speech)
and voice ratio (compression/dilation ratio of the spectrum
width). For each inlet, 1.0 is the default value. The object
doesn't transmit values lower than 0.01 (means "100 time
lower than the default value").
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V. REAL TIME CONTROL OF F0, DURATIONS AND INTENSITY IN
A SYLLABLE BASED SPEECH SYNTHESIS SYSTEM USING
MIDIMBROLA

Fujisaki's model has proved its descriptive adequacy in
capturing F0 contours for a variety of different languages.
As the input parameters of the model that have to be
dynamically controlled can be basically reduced to the
triggering of phrase commands, accent commands and their
respective amplitudes, it seemed worthwhile to investigate its
applicability in a real-time system.
An implementation of the Fujisaki in PureData was produced.
In a first experiment the parameters where controlled by a
MIDI-keyboard, where attack, release and velocity map quite
straightforwardly to the timing and the amplitude of both
accent- and phrase commands.
Figure 10. TTS Control Model

A. MIDI-MBROLA: The First MaxMBROLA-based MIDI
Instrument
A Max/MSP musical instrument, called MIDI-MBROLA, has
also been developed around the MaxMBROLA external
object (D’Alessandro & al. 2005). This tool has a full MIDI
compatible interface. MIDI control changes are used to
modify the internal parameters of the MBROLA synthesizer.
Events from a MIDI keyboard are used to compute the
prosody, which is mixed with the phonetic content at the time
of performance. As a standard module of the Max/MSP
environment, the MIDI-MBROLA digital instrument
automatically allows polyphony. Indeed, many voices can
readily be synthesized simultaneously because the MBROLA
synthesis doesn't utilize many CPU resources. It can also be
compiled as a standalone application or as a VST instrument
("Virtual Studio Technology", a digital effect standard
developed by Steinberg) instrument. That tool is publicly
available.
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The MIDI-MBROLA instrument has been linked to the
Roland keyboard and the three knobs of the Eobody
Controller. The input text consisted of a syllabic sliced
phonetic transcription of the speech utterance. Syllables were
triggered by the keyboard. F0 was modulated by the keyboard
and pitch-bend. Note that the keyboard has been divided in
1/3 of semitone between to adjacent keys. The Pitch Bend
allowed for even smaller pitch excursions. The three knobs
were controlling the overall speed, the mid-pitch and the
vowel length. But it should be noticed that only the pitch
control was effectively driving a parameter in real time
whereas the three others were only sampled at syllables
frequency (his means that once triggered a syllable was played
with a given speed, without variation within the syllable). The
configuration used is showed in Figure 9. With this
configuration, the output speech had a singing character which
sounded rather unnatural for speech. This was because the
pitch variations were limited by the discrete nature of the
keyboard.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A. Summary of software produced.
Four different software projects have been produced during
eNTERFACE:
1. the time-domain Baby Synthesizers. A LF model
based vowel formant synthesizer, written in Pure
Data, and mainly tested with keyboard, joystick and
pedal-board real-time interfaces.
2. the spectral domain Baby synthesizer. A CALM
model based vowel formant synthesizer, written in
Max/MSP, and mainly tested with a digital glove
real-time interface.
3. the Mary TTS in English with real-time intonation
control, using a digital glove.
4. the MIDI-MBROLA speech synthesizer in French
with a real-time control of intonation, duration and
intensity using a keyboard with pitch bend.

VI. FUJISAKI INTONATION MODELLING

B. Comparing patch programming Environments
Baby Synthesizers were developed using the real-time
graphical environments Pure Data (PD) and Max/MSP. PD is
an Open Source platform developed and maintained by Miller
Puckette and includes code written by wide community of
programmers. Max/MSP is commercial software developed by
Cycling’74 company.
During this process we also tested some limits of these closely
related platforms, and learnt lessons which we share.
Graphical environment
Being a commercial product, Max/MSP environment is better
designed and user friendlier. However, simpler PD user

Another strand of development dealt with the implementation
of the Fujisaki model of intonation (Fujisak &Hirose, 1984) in
the Pure Data environment. This model aims to take physical
and physiological processes involved in the production of F0
into account. The main idea is to model the intonation contour
by superimposing the results of two different processes. On
the one hand there is the phrase component that models the
phenomenon of slowly declining global pitch baseline
throughout a prosodic phrase. The accent component, on the
other hand, is responsible for modeling the local excursions in
the F0 contour used for marking pitch accents.
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interface wasn’t causing any problems in development
process.
Stability
No stability issues with Max platform were encountered
during the development. On the other hand, Pure Data
programmers experienced several challenging problems, when
some objects kept changing their behavior, disappearing and
reappearing randomly. In general, stability issues were less
serious for MacOS then for Windows platform; even system
reboot didn’t always help…
Richness
PD proved to be slightly more flexible when it came to coding
more complex mathematical functions on sound wave in real
time. Unlike Max/MSP, it allows a wide variety of
mathematical operations to be performed in real-time directly
on the sound signal with one very simple universal object.
Similar operations had to be coded in C, compiled and
imported to MAX/MSP.
Despite of the limitations mentioned above, both of these
closely related environments proved to be suitable for sound
processing applications of the kind we were developing.

the modeling of jitter and shimmer or the automatic
superimposing of micro-prosodic variations, that have a strong
impact on the perceived “quality” of the models.
A more interesting evaluation would be a rating test for the
recognizably of perceptual voice quality measures such as
laxness/tenseness, vocal effort etc. Though this would be
probably a promising method of evaluating the current state, it
is not easy to perform, as it would rely on the availability of
independent “expert” listeners with a certain amount of
phonetic experience.
In this context it would thus be interesting to further
investigate whether it is possible to get reliable ratings on
voice quality factors from so called “naive listeners”.
For the MaxMBROLA system different evaluation methods
have to be taken into account, as this is basically a classical
diphone-synthesis system which allows for the real-time
control of prosodic features, most prominently pitch. Thus the
evaluation methods used for “normal” concatenative synthesis
systems could easily applied. One of the peculiarities of this
system is that inevitable the virtuosity of the person
“conducting” the synthesizer is a strong factor in the quality of
the output.
A straightforward evaluation would be a rating test of
different input devices (e.g. Data Glove vs. Keyboard), but
apart from the “human factor”, currently still too many
differences in the underlying synthesis scenarios exist to allow
a real comparison.

C. Towards expressivity evaluation
Up to now no formal evaluation of the different variants of
synthesizers has been performed. As a matter of fact, the
evaluation of the “quality” of a speech synthesis system is not
a trivial task in general, and is even more complicated when it
comes to the evaluation of expressivity.
Usually synthesis systems are evaluated in terms of
intelligibility and “naturalness”. For the former there exist a
number of established tests (Gibbon et al. 1997). Typically
samples of isolated syllables or nonsense words are presented
and it is possible to perform a quantitative evaluation of
correctly perceived samples. When evaluating the
“naturalness” of synthesized speech, an objective measure is
less straightforward. In the simplest case, a comparison
between two systems or between two variants of a system by
forced preference choice can be performed. Another method is
the rating of the “adequacy” of a synthesized sample for a
given context. But again it is difficult to impossible to come
up with an objective independent evaluation.
In the field of the synthesis of expressive speech, the
predominant evaluation method is to synthesize sentences
with neutral meaning and encode a small set of “basic”
emotions (typically joy, fear, anger, surprise, sadness).
Subjects are then asked to identify the emotional category.
A competing evaluation model is to use more subtle
expressive categories: use test sentences with non-neutral
semantics, and let again rate the adequacy of the sample for a
given context.
In the context of the Speech-Conductor project it was only
possible to perform an informal comparison of the two
synthesizers that implemented glottal source models. At the
current state the CALM based model gives much better
“impression” than the time-domain model. On the other hand
there are still a number of slight differences in the actual
implementation of these two models; e.g. the differences in

D. Conclusion
Devices:
The glove performed much better than the keyboard or
joysticks for controlling intonation and expressivity.
However, the tested glove model had some performance
limitations (it proved too slow for real time). However, the
glove wasn’t tested for its capacity to reproduce the intended
gesture precisely and reliably.
Keyboard on the contrary allows for exact reproducibility of
gestures. When combined with TTS synthesizers the produced
speech had somewhat singing quality, as pitch changes are
directly linked to syllable onsets.
Synthesizers:
In general, voice source models produced much more
expressive vocal utterances than TTS models. For TTS, better
results were reached when speech was generated using precomputed segment durations and intensity and we only
controlled F0. So, surprisingly, less control can in some
situations yield better results. In any case, it’s clear that to add
a real expressivity, flexible control of all of the voice source
parameters is needed.
To our best knowledge, this project was the first attempt to
implement real-time system of gestural control of expressive
speech. The results proved really encouraging, and opened a
new avenue for expressive speech synthesis research.
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MASTER-PIECE: A Multimodal (Gesture+Speech)
Interface for 3D Model Search and Retrieval
Integrated in a Virtual Assembly Application
Konstantinos Moustakas1 , Dimitrios Tzovaras1 , Sebastien Carbini2 , Olivier Bernier2 , Jean Emmanuel Viallet2 ,
Stephan Raidt3 , Matei Mancas4 , Mariella Dimiccoli5 , Enver Yagci6 , Serdar Balci6 , Eloisa Ibanez Leon7 .

More recently with the desire of increased productivity, of
seamless interaction and immersion, of e-inclusion of people
with disabilities, as well as with the progress in fields such as
multimedia/multimodal signal analysis and human-computer
interaction, multimodal interaction has emerged as a very
active field of research (e.g. [1] [2]).
Multimodal interfaces are those encompassing more than
the traditional keyboard and mouse. Natural input modes are
put to use (e.g. [3], [4]), such as voice, gestures and body
movement, haptic interaction, facial expressions and more
recently physiological signals. As described in [5] multimodal
interfaces should follow several guiding principles: multiple
modalities that operate in different spaces need to share a
common interaction space and to be synchronized; multimodal
interaction should be predictable and not unnecessarily complex, and should degrade gracefully for instance by providing
for modality switching; finally multimodal interfaces should
adapt to user’s needs, abilities, environment.
A key aspect in multimodal interfaces is also the integration
of information from several different modalities in order to
extract high-level information non-verbally conveyed by users.
Such high-level information can be related to expressive,
emotional content the user wants to communicate. In this
framework, gesture has a relevant role as a primary non-verbal
conveyor of expressive, emotional information. Research on
gesture analysis, processing, and synthesis has received a
growing interest from the scientific community in recent years
and demonstrated its paramount importance for human machine interaction (see for example the Gesture Workshop series
of conferences started in 1996 and since then continuously
growing in number and quality of contributions; a selection of
revised papers from the last workshop can be found in [6]).
MASTER-PIECE integrates gesture and speech modalities
into a designer and assembly application so as to increase
the immersion of the user and to provide a physical interface
and easier tools for design, than the mouse and the keyboard.
Moreover, the user is capable of generating simple 3D objects
and search for similar 3D content in a database, which is
nowadays another very challenging research topic.
In particular, search and retrieval of 3D objects has application branches in numerous areas like recognition in computer
vision and mechanical engineering, content-based search in
e-commerce and edutainment applications etc. [7], [8], [9].
These application fields will expand in the near future, since

Abstract— The present report presents the framework and the
results of Project 7: ”A Multimodal (Gesture+Speech) Interface
for 3D Model Search and Retrieval Integrated in a Virtual
Assembly Application”, which has been developed during the
eNTERFACE-2005 summer workshop in the context of the
SIMILAR NoE. The ”MASTER-PIECE” (Multimodal Assembly
with SIMILAR Technologies from European Research utilizing a
Personal Interface in an Enhanced Collaborative Environment)
project aims at the generation of a multimodal interface using
gesture and speech in order to manipulate a virtual assembly
application. Besides assembling mechanical objects, the user
is capable to perform 3D model content based search in a
database of 3D objects using as query model a scene object.
Finally, to deal with cases where no query model is available, a
sketch based approach is proposed which results in the manual
approximate generation of the query model. More specifically,
the user can draw a specific number of primitive objects by
moving his/her hands and then process-combine them so as to
build more complex shapes, which are finally used as query
models. Experimental results illustrate that the proposed scheme
enhances significantly the realism of the interaction, while using
the sketch-based approach the user can search for 3D objects in
the database without the need of an initial query object, which
is the case in most state of the art approaches.
Index Terms— Multimodal interface, virtual assembly, 3D
search, gesture, speech, sketch recognition.

I. I NTRODUCTION
During the latest years there has been an increasing interest
in the Human-Computer Interaction society for multimodal
interfaces. Since Sutherland’s SketchPad in 1961 or Xerox’
Alto in 1973, computer users have long been acquainted with
more than the traditional keyboard to interact with a system.
This report, as well as the source code for the software developed
during the project, is available online from the eNTERFACE’05 web site:
www.enterface.net.
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the 3D model databases grow rapidly due to the improved
scanning hardware and modeling software that have been
recently developed.
The difficulties of expressing multimedia and especially
three dimensional content via text-based descriptors reduces
the performance of the text-based search engines to retrieve
the desired multimedia content efficiently and effectively. To
resolve this problem, 3D content-based search and retrieval
(S&R) has drawn a lot of attention in the recent years.
However, the visualization and processing of 3D models
are much more complicated than those of simple multimedia
data [10], [11], [12]. The major difference lies in the fact that
3D models can have arbitrary topologies and cannot be easily
parameterized using a standard template, which is the case
for images. Moreover, there can be many different models
of representing them, i.e. indexed facets, voxel models etc.
Finally, processing 3D data is much more computationally
intensive, than processing media of lower dimension, and often
requires very large amounts of memory.
Many researchers worldwide are currently developing 3D
model recognition schemes. A number of approaches exist
in which 3D models are compared by means of measures of
similarity of their 2D views [13], [14]. More direct 3D model
search methods focus on registration, recognition, and pairwise
matching of surface meshes [15], [16], [17]. Unfortunately,
these methods usually require a computational costly search
to find pairwise correspondences during matching.
Significant work has also been done in matching 3D models
using geometric characteristics, where initial configurations
are derived from conceptual knowledge about the setup of
the acquisition of the 3D scene [18] or found automatically
by extracting features such as curvature or edges [19]. When
correspondences between the two objects to be matched are
unknown, the registration problem, which in general is not
well posed, may approximately be solved by the iterative
closest point (ICP) algorithm [20]. In the absence of a priori
knowledge or robust features, the ICP algorithm starts with one
unique or, preferably, multiple different initial configurations
[21]. In [22], a framework is presented for analyzing the
subspace of the complete configuration space so as to force
the ICP algorithm to converge to the global minimum. The
method is evaluated experimentally for a number of real 3D
objects.
A typical S&R system, like the aforementioned ones, evaluates the similarities between query and target objects according
to low-level geometric features. However, the requirement
of a query model to search by example often reduces the
applicability of an S&R platform, since in many cases the
user knows what kind of object he wants to retrieve but does
not have a 3D model to use as query.
Imagine the following use case: The user of a virtual
assembly application is trying to assemble an engine of its
spare parts. He inserts some rigid parts into the virtual scene
and places them in the correct position. At one point he needs
to find a piston and assemble it to the engine. In this case,
he has to manually search in the database to find the piston.
It would be faster and much more easier if the user had the
capability of sketching the outline of the piston using specific

gestures combined with speech in order to perform the search.
In the context of this project the integration of speech and
gestures for the generation of the query model is addressed.
Speech commands are used for performing specific actions,
while gesture recognition is used to draw a sketch of the
object and to manipulate the scene objects in the 3D space.
The system is also capable of deforming objects and combine
them so as to build more complex structures.
The rest of the document is organized as follows. Section
II presents the general concepts of the developed application
framework. In Section III the virtual assembly application
and the 3D search engine are briefly described. Section IV
describes the developed multimodal interface to the application
and analyzes in detail all techniques used for the generation of
the query model using sketches, while Section V presents the
action verification module, which consists of a talking head.
Finally, in Sections VI and VII two of the performed experiments are described and conclusions are drawn respectively.
II. A PPLICATION FRAMEWORK
The developed application framework is a 3D assemblydesigner interface. The user is capable to:
• Manipulate 3D objects in a 3D environment, including
translation, rotation, scaling, etc.
• Assembly mechanical objects from their spare parts.
• Import 3D primitive objects using sketches.
• Manipulate and deform the primitive objects so as to
generate more complex structures.
Unfortunately, an interface, like the predescribed one, is
very difficult to use with standard keyboard-mouse input
devices. The major problem stems from the fact that 3D
actions can not be easily reproduced using 2D input devices.
The aim of presented framework is to add physical means
of interaction between the user and the application and to
overcome the need of the transition between the 2D input
devices (mouse, etc.) and the 3D virtual environment. In
particular, the developed multimodal interface consists of the
modules:
• Speech recognition for specific commands.
• Gesture recognition to efficiently handle 3D objects using
3D motions of the hands.
• Recognition of sketches.
• Primitive models import and manipulation using gestures.
• Deformation of objects using gestures.
Finally, Figure 1 illustrates a block diagram of the developed
multimodal interface
III. BASIC MODULES
A. Virtual assembly application
The virtual assembly application is a graphical 3D interface
for performing assembly of mechanical objects from their
spare parts as illustrated in Figures 2a and 2b.
It has been initially developed to be used with haptic gloves
and it allows the user to:
• Assembly a mechanical object from its spare parts.
• Grasp and manipulate objects using haptic gloves.
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MultimodalAssembly-S&R platform

agent, which is always active, the tools need to be activated by
the user. Tools provide constraint to the object movement and
allow the user do construction tasks. The virtual tools have
the potential to increase user productivity by performing tasks
on behalf of the user and increase the immersion of the user
in the virtual environment. Furthermore use of virtual tools
during assembly in the VE aids the user to detect possible
construction difficulties related to the position and shape of
the tools.
During the workshop the application has been extended to
be used with a standard mouse-keyboard interface and also
using the multimodal gesture-speech interface.

User interface
3D search and retrieval
Gesture
recognition
Descriptor
extraction using
sketches

Gestures
Action selection

Search and
retrieval module

Speech
Speech
recognition

Fig. 1.

Block diagram of the developed multimodal application

B. 3D content-based search engine

(a)
Fig. 2.

•

Using the 3D content-based search engine 3D objects can
be retrieved from a database using another 3D object as query.
Then the engine retrieves the most similar, in terms of a
distance metric between their descriptor vectors, objects to
the query model. The algorithm for extracting the geometrical
descriptor of the object is briefly described in the sequel.
The extracted descriptors are rotation invariant. In particular,
the object is initially normalized in terms of translation and
scaling, i.e. it is translated to the center of the coordinate
system, and is scaled uniformly so that the coordinates of
all its vertices lie in the interval [0, 1]. Next, Nc concentric
spheres are built centered at the origin of the coordinate
system. Each sphere is built using tessellation of a normal
icosahedron so that the vertices over its surface are uniformly
distributed. In the experiments 20 concentric spheres of 16002
vertices are used. For each sphere the discrete 3D signal
F (rs , θi , φi ) is assumed, where i is the index of the sphere
vertices. The values of function F (rs , θi , φi ) are calculated
using the Spherical Trace Transform (STT) [23].
The extraction of the final descriptor vectors, which is
used for the matching algorithm, is achieved by applying the
spherical functionals T , as described in [23], to the initial
features F (rs , θi , φi ) generated from the STT. The spherical
functionals for each concentric sphere ρ are summarized
below:
1.T1 (F ) = max{F (rs , θi , φi )}
(1)

(b)

Virtual assembly application

Author assembly scenarios using the authoring tool.

The user is also capable of assembling parts of an object
and record the assembly process for post-processing. The
assembly procedure can be done using one or two hands (i.e.
one or two haptic VR gloves CyberTouch or CyberGrasp).
A position tracker (MotionStar Wireless Tracker of Ascesion
Technologies Inc. (2000)) with one or two position sensors
installed is used to detect the position and orientation of the
user hands in the space.
Another element of the application is the Virtual Reality
(VR) agents module. VR agents are sophisticated software
components with the capability to control a dynamic virtual
environment and take actions based on a set of aims and
rules. There are two kinds of agents implemented in the VR
Assembly environment: a) the snap agent and b) the tool
agents (a screwdriver and a wrench).
The snap agent is responsible to decide when two parts in
the scene must connect. The aim of that agent is to place
the components of the assembly in the correct position and
to allow two or more components to construct a new larger
component that can act like any other component. The rule that
snap agent uses to connect two objects is a distance threshold
and a ”first contact rule”. The ”first contact rule” detects which
sides of the objects collide first (using bounding boxes). If the
colliding sides are valid, i.e. the objects are approaching from
the sides that can snap, then the distance from the current
position to the snapping position is calculated. When this
distance is smaller than the distance threshold the objects snap
to each other. The distance threshold used depends on the
radius of the smaller bounding sphere of the objects.
The tools are components with the capability to control
objects in the dynamic virtual environment. The tools aim to
increase the immersion of the user in the VE. Unlike the snap

2.T2 (F ) =

Ns
X

|F 0 (rs , θi , φi )|

(2)

j=1

3.T3 (F ) =

Ns
X

F (rs , θi , φi )

(3)

j=1

4.T4 (F ) = max{F (rs , θi , φi )} − min{F (rs , θi , φi )}

5.Tl (F ) = A2l =

X

αlm

(4)

(5)

m

where Ns is the total number of sampled points (ηj , j =
1, . . . , Ns ) at each concentric sphere, l = 0, . . . , L and −l <
m < l. αlm are the expansion coefficients of the Spherical
Fourier Transform [24]:
αlm =

Ns
X
i=1
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where Ylm (ηi ) corresponds to the spherical harmonic function,
which is defined through:
Ylm (θ, φ) = kl,m Plm (cos θ) ejmφ

(7)

Plm

where
is the associated Legendre polynomial of degree
l and order m, kl,m a normalization constant and j the
imaginary unit.
The quantities A2l are invariant to any rotation of the 3D
model. Choosing a sufficiently large number of L coefficients
of the Spherical Fourier Transform, a total number of L + 4
spherical functionals is used for each concentric sphere.
Finally, the descriptor vectors D(l) are created, where l =
0, . . . , (L + 4)Nc is the total number of descriptors and Nc is
the number of concentric spheres. In the experiments described
in the sequel, L = 26 and Nc = 20 were chosen.
Figure 3 depicts the retrieved objects using as query the first
model of each column.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4. Left: camera image (rectangle: head, circle: hand1, cross: hand2).
Right: observations assigned to one of the four models depending on their
probabilities (blue: head, red: hand1, green: hand2, grey: discard, white: pixels
ignored in EM).

camera. The face of the user is automatically detected by a
neural network more precisely described in [28]. The hands are
detected as skin coloured moving zone in front of a vertical
plane passing through the head, triggering pointing gesture
recognition.
The first detected hand is tagged as “pointing hand” and the
second detected hand is tagged as “control hand”. The system
can be used by right-handed persons as well as by left-handed
persons (predominant hand is generally used to point) without
differentiating explicitly right hand from left hand.
Once detected, the body parts (head and hands) are simultaneously tracked until tracking failure is automatically detected:
then the detection for the lost part is re-triggered. The tracking
process aims at explaining each new image by a statistical
model with the EM algorithm [27]. The statistical model is
composed of a colour histogram and a 3D spatial Gaussian
function for each tracked body part (Figure 4).
2) Gesture interpretation: Gesture recognition is triggered
by speech commands. The axis obtained from the first hand
and the head 3D positions is used to compute pointed direction. The pointed direction is used when the user utters
”selection” to select the pointed 3D object. Once selected, if
the user utters ”move”, the object keeps moving to the pointed
direction until the user utters ”O.K.”. When the word ”rotate”
is uttered, the current hand angles are taken as reference angles
and current main axis of the object as reference axis. Then,
until uttering ”O.K.”, the object rotates around its center of
mass following the user’s hands rotation according to the
spherical coordinates (alpha and beta in Figure 5). When the
user utters ”scale”, the current 3D distance between the hands
is taken as reference value and current size of the object
as reference size. Then, until uttering ”O.K.”, the object is
continuously resized proportionately to the distance between
hands (when distance between hands is two time higher than
reference distance, the object is two time bigger than its
reference size).
3) Speech recognition: To recognize speech commands, the
speech signal is linearly sampled at 8 kHz in 16 bits. MFCC
(Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients) coefficients are computed, each 16 ms, on 32 ms signal frames. The recognition
system uses the frame energy, 8 cepstral coefficients and an
estimation of the first and second order derivatives of the
speech signal. Thus, the observation vector has 27 dimensions.
The decoding system uses Hidden Markov Models. The

3D search results. The first row corresponds to the query object.

IV. M ULTIMODAL I NTERFACE TO THE A PPLICATION
The developed multimodal interface to the application consists of two major parts. The interaction unit, which consists
of the gesture-speech interface that enables the user to interact
with the platform using only gesture and speech and the
sketch-based query model generation system for the manual
design of the model to search for. In the rest of this Section
technical details about the algorithms used for the multimodal
interface are presented.
A. Combined Gesture-Speech interface
1) Body parts detection and tracking: Most people instinctively use the eye-tip of the finger line to point at a target [25].
This convention is used in the present framework to estimate
the pointing direction of the user [26], [25]. More precisely,
the pointing direction is approximated by the head-hand axis.
Head and hands are detected and tracked [27] (Figure 4left). Their positions in the 3D space are given by a stereo
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signal processed by the decoder

detection starts speech starts

speech ends

detection ends

trailing silence : 240ms

detection decision

time

detection start time−stamp output
detection end time−stamp output




decoding









recognition result output
n−best solutions output
Fig. 6.

Different times related to speech recognition. Speech recognition is only available after a delay following speech signal.

ule described in Section IV-A. The algorithms are designed
only to recognize three basic shapes: square (or rectangle),
circle and triangle. Figure 7 shows examples of traces obtained
after acquisition.

Fig. 5. (A): A user rotating a 3D object with his hands (blue: head, red:
hand1, green: hand2). (B): the two hands h1 and h2 are defined by two angles
α and β in the spherical coordinates.

(b) Circle

(a) Square
recognized sentences syntax is described in a grammar. The
used vocabulary consists of 50 words. Dependent on the
context, each word is obtained by phonetic units concatenation
named allophones [29]. The system outputs the n-best results
[30].
A noise/speech detector component filters the input signal
to provide the decoder only with speech signal surrounded by
silent frames. Beginning of detection is not causal. Detection
component provides several frames which precede the speech
detection decision. But as the decoder is faster than real time,
it recovers from the non-causality of the detection component.
To detect end of speech, some consecutive silent frames
must be observed. These frames are sent to the decoder. The
best solution can be provided as soon as the last frame has been
received. Computing the n-best solutions generate a negligible
lag compared to the lag due to the silent frames. The number
of frames to detect the end of speech is a parameter of the
noise/speech component set to 15. The lag between the end of
speech and the result of the recognition is thus 240 ms, since
frames are grabbed each 16 ms. These times include the start
and end silent frames which differ from the times of start and
end of speech. These former can be computed from the noisespeech parameters. All the times constraints are summarized
in Figure 6.

(c) Triangle
Fig. 7.

Examples of a square, a circle and a triangle after trace acquisition

It is obvious that these traces are far from perfection and
often contain noisy points at the beginning and the end of
the trace. Moreover, the point sets created by hand gesture
recognition are generally distorted, while the sampling density
is in general not constant.
The shape recognition systems can be grouped into two
main categories. The first one could be described as feature
based or rule based. Shapes are grouped using some human
recognition based characteristic features as the number of
corners, the number of parallel sides, etc. The second group
consists of the model-based methods, which are based on fitting the different possible shapes on the trace to be recognized
and to select the shape providing the highest correlation level
with the trace to recognize.
After describing the sketch denoising, the sketch recognition
algorithms will be presented. Finally, possible extension of the
sketch recognition system will be discussed.
1) Sketch denoising: As illustrated in Figure 7, some
undesirable points occur in the acquired trajectory, especially
at the beginning and the end of the trace. These points have to

B. Sketch-based query interface
In this section the sketch recognition system will be described. Sketches are acquired via the gesture recognition mod66
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be discarded to improve the results. Several approaches were
designed and tested, both using directly the acquired points
or transforming them into images. The result (discarding of
noisy points) was evaluated in terms of correct recognition
rate, robustness to noise, etc. and the main advantages and
drawbacks are discussed at the end of this section. The sketch
denoising methods can be divided into two more categories:
those that only discard the meaningless points and those
which also enhance and simplify the shape in order to make
shape recognition more robust.

(b)

(a)

Fig. 9. Example of a square, before and after noisy points discarding using
method 2

Method 1: Polar transform denoising
The first method discards some points considered as noise,
which lie usually at the beginning and end of the drawing as
can be seen in Figure 8. Points that follow in time according
to their time stamp, but that do not correspond to a higher
value of angle in the polar coordinate description, are deleted.
This algorithm avoids also line crossings of the start and end
points of the drawing.

Fig. 10.

(a)

Example of a circle, which is not closed

points, we consider these points as noise and delete them.
The second threshold T2 is used to decide about the position
where the trajectory should be closed so as to generate a closed
contour. If there exists an intersection it is easy to decide about
these position, as described in the previous methods. This
method handles also cases of open trajectories. In particular,
if the distance of the point considered, from at least one
of the preceding points is smaller than T2 these points are
connected and the rest of the points outside the closed contour
are discarded.

(b)

Fig. 8. Example of a square, before and after noisy points discarding using
method 1

The main problems of this method are that we need to
know which is the direction of the trace and which corner is
the first one. So, extra algorithms are implemented to check
that efficiently and aid the method.
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Method 2: Convex denoising
The second method searches for intersections in the tracked
trajectory of the hand. The first and last points are investigated
whether there is any cross section between any line segments.
If the result is positive, the colliding edges are merged and the
remaining parts of the trajectory (i.e. the line segments that do
not belong to the closed contour) are discarded. Results are
shown in Figure 9.
This method works well on all closed figures. If a figure is
not closed as the example shown in Figure 10, it will fail.
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Fig. 11. Example of a square, before and after noisy points discarding using
method 3

In order to avoid connection of consecutive points and
immediate failure of the algorithm, the preceding points of
the considered one that are closer to it, in terms of geodesic
distance, than T1 are not considered for this test. Figure 11
illustrates results of this method.

Method 3: Statistical denoising
This method uses two statistical thresholds based on mean
distance between two consecutive points. The first T1 is used to
remove small irregularities. In order to decide if N consecutive
points constitute a small irregularity or not, a threshold is
compared with the geodesic distance between the latest N+2
points. If the geodesic distance is bigger than a threshold value,
which represents the weighted average distance between N

Method 4: Image-based denoising
The fourth method converts the initial data set into an image
by placing the linked trajectory points into an image raster.
Then, image processing techniques are applied to process the
traces. First of all a simple test is applied to test if the trace
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2) Sketch recognition: The aim of the sketch recognition
system is to recognize the shape of the trace and its main
features (corners, center, radius, etc.) in order to draw then
noiseless, squares, triangles and circles using the extracted
features. The primitive-object vocabulary used demands the
recognition of only 3 basic 2D shapes (triangle, circle or
square). We tested several sketch recognition methods both
in points set or image space.

is closed or not just by recursively evaluating the filled area
of the trajectory: if the area is exactly of the same size as the
image the trace is open, but if this area is smaller than the
image, that means our trace was already closed. This method
closes the trace if it was open before further processing.
In a second step the shape size is normalized and morphological opening is used in order to get rid of the meaningless
points and to smooth the traces. As we previously normalized
the shape size, it is possible to find a fixed kernel size for the
morphological opening, which works better according to final
visual check. Some results are shown in Figure 12, and this
method worked well on all our experiments. Smoother shapes
are obtained without the noisy points, which usually exist at
the beginning and the end of the traces. This method works
with both close or opened traces and it preserve the main
features of the traces (corners, parallel sides, roundness). A
possible drawback is the fact that filling big images could be
a little long, but this problem could be solved by normalizing
all traces at smaller sizes. Another drawback could be the fact
that the point set is transformed into an image, so it would
be better to use a recognition method also done in the image
space. But it is still possible to convert the denoised image into
a set of points in order to use a recognition method working
directly with the set of points.

Method 1: Polar transform recognition
In this method polar coordinates are used. In the first step
of the recognition process the center of the shape is calculated
as the mean of the X and Y coordinates. Measured points are
usually not equally distributed so this center does not coincide
with the real center of the shape but this problem is eliminated
by using resampling, to get equally spaced sample points, and
a denoising method as previously described.
At the beginning the distance between every point and the
center is calculated and plotted into a ”Distance-Angle” graph
as illustrated in Figure 13. Theoretically, triangles should have
three maxima/minima in this system, squares should have four
(because of the three or four corners which are far away
from the center) and circles may have many but very local
maxima. For the triangle these peaks are equally spaced at
120o and at 90o in the case of the square. This interrelation is
exploited for the recognition process. The detection of peaks
and their angular distance gives sufficient information for
the recognition comparing the calculated values to threshold
values. The corresponding display of the example square in
Figure 13a shows four distinct peaks. Ideally, these four peaks
will be equally spaced and have the same amplitude, which is
not the case here, due to noise, not exact sketching, etc.
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Fig. 13. a) Cartesian display of the polar coordinates (distance from center
on the Y-axis, angle on the Y-axis), b)Result of differentiation of the distance
rho
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For making the system more robust it’s been decided to
differentiate the distance to the centre (rho) with respect to
the angle (theta). This yields zero crossings where the peaks
are with positive peak before and negative peaks after the
zero crossing. This should allow easier localization of the
peaks. The decision criteria of number of peaks and their
distance remain. The circle should neither show distinct peaks
nor equal distance between them, whereas their number may
be very different. The result of differentiation is shown in
Figure 13b.

Fig. 12. Example of a triangle, square and circle, before (first column) and
after (second column) noisy points discarding using method 4

Method 2: Vector-based recognition
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The vector-based method takes advantage of the fact that the
shapes to recognize have specific features that can be used for
their recognition. I.e. lines consecutive points of a rectangle
will have two main directions, of a triangle three, and for the
circle many. The following assumption are considered in this
algorithm:
1) Every rectangle consists of two sets of parallel lines.
2) Every triangle consists of three lines.
3) Circles cannot be separated into a specific finite number
of lines
4) We have three different classes; triangle rectangle and
circle and any given point set belongs to one of them.

(b)

(a)

This scheme is based on building a histogram of the
direction of the line segments between two consecutive
points, i.e. a histogram with the polar coordinate angles
of each line segment. If the shape is a square then the
histogram has two clearly defined maxima, corresponding
to the directions of the two sets of parallel lines. If it is a
triangle it should have three clearly defined maxima, while if
it is a circle it has almost a uniform distribution. Using these
features the task of classifying each point set into one of the
three classes becomes trivial.

Fig. 14. Bounding box and fitting ellipse on the left, real shape on the right

1 Xm
2
[fi (x)]
(8)
i=1
2
where fi (x) is the minimum distance of point i to the
geometrical shape with parameter vector p.
To find the optimum parameter vector p giving the minimum total error corresponding to geometrical shapes: circles,
rectangles, triangles and ellipses; Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear least squares minimization for unconstrained optimization is used [31], [32]. The geometrical shape giving the
minimum sum of least square errors is identified as the
best match for the contour drawn by the user. Vector p
corresponding to the geometrical shape with minimum total
square error is used to display the recognized shape to the
user. The application for the 2D shape recognition consists of
three major parts; namely, input of the contour information,
functions calculating least square errors for various elementary
geometrical shapes and the nonlinear least square algorithm.
The information for the contour drawn by the user is
captured by the movements of the hands and is passed as a
vector of points to the application. As the provided points are
noisy and scattered, a filter is applied before the recognition
algorithm is called. The filter resamples the points in the
contour uniformly so that the distance between two successive
points is kept constant. This prevents the erroneous effect of
clustering of the points at the beginning and the end of the
drawn contour. The filtered points are then passed to the shape
recognition functions.
The second part of the application consists of functions
calculating least square errors for elementary shapes such
as circles, ellipses, triangles and rectangles. These functions
mainly map a parameter vector p ∈ Rm to an estimated
measurement vector x̂ = f (p) , x̂ ∈ Rn where n > m. An
initial parameter estimate p0 is provided from the properties
of the data, e.g. mean, max and min of the data points.
The measurement vector is simply the distance of a point in
the contour to the geometrical shape. The parameter and the
measurement vectors are passed to the optimization function
for finding the optimum parameters giving the minimum
measurement error kek which s defined as:
Fp (x) =

Method 3: Image-based recognition
Another idea is to use the image space. After transposing the
point set into an image, as previously described, the denoising
method 4 is used to obtain proper filled shapes. Then, the
bounding boxes are computed. Next, by comparing the area
of the shapes to the bounding box area we can recognize them
using the following procedure.
If the area is close to the bounding box the point set should
represent a rectangle. If it is smaller it should correspond to a
circle and finally if it is even smaller, it should be a triangle.
An example is illustrated in Figure 14. At the left the shape
bounding box and a perfect circle (an ellipse here) fitting into
it is depicted. The right image illustrates the shape to classify.
By comparing its area to the difference from the areas of the
bounding box and of the ellipse it can be seen that the shape
is more related to an ellipse than to a rectangle. For triangles
the difference is more obvious since its area is much smaller
than the bounding box and a simple threshold is enough to
decided if the shape is a triangle or not. This method works
very well once the thresholds are found and it ia also very
fast.
In order to obtain a rotation invariant method, the rotation
of the shape should be done until the bounding box area is
minimum, but as only one parameter has to be optimized, the
result is the global maximum and it is obtained fast without
complex optimization methods.
Method 4: Recognition using Least-Squares optimization
The application developed for the 2D recognition of the
noisy contours compares the least square errors for the geometrical shapes fitted to the data. The least square error for a
geometrical shape with parameter vector p, e.g. radius, side
length, etc., is defined as the sum of minimum distances from
the points in the curve to the geometrical shape, e.g.

2

2

kek = kx − f (p)k
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where x is the measurement and f (p) is its estimate.
As for the nonlinear least square method, LevenbergMarquardt(LM) method is used for finding the parameters of
the geometrical shapes. LM method is an iterative technique
that finds a local minimum of a multivariate function that
is expressed as the sum of squares of nonlinear functions.
It can be thought of as a combination of steepest descent
and the Gauss-Newton method. When the current solution
is far from the correct one, the algorithm behaves like a
steepest descent method: slow, but guaranteed to converge.
When the current solution is close to the correct solution,
it becomes a Gauss-Newton method. LM function calls the
functions calculating the errors for principal shapes and returns
the optimum parameters. The flow chart of the algorithm can
be found in Figure 15.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 16. a) A proper circular contour drawn by the user is shown in blue.
The detected shape is drawn in red. b) An incomplete circular contour. c) A
noisy rectangular shape d) A triangle with tails at the beginning and at the
end

Fig. 15.

means that the results are more robust. Its only drawback for
our case is the computation time. It was sufficient for our
application but if real time sketch recognition is needed, the
choice should be done on one of the methods 2 or 3 which are
fast enough for real time. Moreover mix of different methods
could be used.
3) Deforming the geometries: The range of objects, which
can be built only by assembling primitives, is limited because
irregular or non-symmetric shapes can not be drawn. Therefore the proposed 3D query model generation scheme using
sketches integrates an object deformation procedure. It is implemented so as to interactively deform the initial 3D-primitive
model generate a more complex one. The proposed geometric
deformation technique, directly affects the triangulated model
of a 3D-object.
Initially, a number of control points are defined on the
surface of the object. In order to deform the mesh, the user
has to translate its control points. This corresponds to setting
a translation vector Th for each control point. Translation Th
is propagated to the mesh and affects only the closest vertices
to the control point. In particular it affects only the points x
inside the geodesic window GW, which is defined as follows:

Algorithm flow chart

The hand controlled mouse modality in this project allows
the user to sketch contours in the Virtual Assembly Platform
with the aim of creating 3D primitive geometrical shapes such
as cylinders, square prisms, rectangular or triangular prisms
from 2D sketches. The user draws a contour which is then
recognized as a circle, a rectangle or a triangle. The recognized
shape is used as a base for creating corresponding 3D shape
such as circles for cylinders, rectangles for rectangular prisms
etc.. The application for the extraction of 2D primitive geometrical shapes from the contours drawn with the hand controlled
mouse modality has to be robust enough; because, the contours
drawn by the user may be erroneous, incomplete and noisy;
the points may be scattered, concentrated at the beginning or
at the end of the contour or there may be unintentional lines
drawn before the user stops sketching. Some contours drawn
with the hand controlled modality are shown in Figure 16.
To evaluate the performance of the algorithm developed for
2D shape recognition, a database consisting of 100 contours is
used where 98 shapes were detected correctly. The database
is obtained by letting users to draw contours on the Virtual
Assembly Platform using the hand controlled mouse modality.
All four sketch recognition approaches produced recognition
rates close to 100%. For the final system method 4 was used
due to its robustness, configurability and extensibility. It is
not based on relative thresholds and not absolute ones which

GWu = {x|∀x ∈ V, g (u, x) < ε}

(9)

where ² defines the window size, u is the control point and
g (u, x) the geodesic distance between x and u, i.e. the nonEuclidean distance on the surface.
All vertices lying inside the geodesic window are translated
using the following equation:
T (x) = Th · K (x, u)
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where K (x, u) is a gaussian kernel used so as to assure
smooth transition of the translation of the influenced vertices.
K (x, u) = e−

g(x,u)
2δ 2

(11)

where x is the position of the vertex and δ the standard
deviation of the gaussian kernel. An important parameter
which strongly affects the result of the deformation is the size
² of the geodesic window. Figures 17a and 17b illustrate the
results of using two different values for ². Notice that in the
second case most of the points are deformed. In the context of
the proposed framework the geodesic window is adjusted as
the mean distance between two neighboring control points so
as to make the user capable of deforming the whole surface
of the object.

(a) ² = a
Fig. 17.

(b) ² = 2a

Deformation using different values of ²
Fig. 18.

It should be also mentioned that in order to produce
efficient deformations resampling is performed on the objects’
surface so as to make it more regular and to assure smooth
deformations.
4) Building the query-model: After the primitive objects
are imported into the screen and processed accordingly (scaled,
rotated, deformed) they are translated to the desired position so
as to represent the targeting object. Next, they are grouped into
a single object using speech commands. The resulting object
is exported and its descriptor is extracted using the method
described in Section III-B. Finally, the retrieved objects are
imported into the scene, ordered in decreasing similarity, using
speech commands.

The talking head

lingual and laryngeal movements have visible consequences
on the cheeks and the throat. For the clone, it was an
important issue to comprehend the influences by the subtleties
of facial deformations induced by the underlying articulatory
movements of visible speech. The facial animation is based on
the recording of a French speaker, producing 40 prototypical
configurations. His face was furnished with 166 colored beads.
In a statistical analysis of the 3D points, six parameters could
be identified that sufficiently model the facial movements of
the lower part of the face.
For the multimodal interface the clone is used as a feedback
of computer activity [35]. It aims to provide a more natural
interface for the control of sketching and processing of shapes,
that uses strategies humans use in face-to-face interaction. The
aim of the clone as it is used in this application is to provide an
appropriate feedback by the computer imitating the strategies a
human might use. The clone greets the user when he or she is
detected for the first time by the motion capture system. When
the user is lost or localized again by the system, the clone
makes corresponding utterances. During the sketching, when
a hand is found and tracked, it follows the virtual pen drawing
on the screen. Once the hand is lost or no hand has been
localized it looks at the user’s face. This provides information
that a user can understand intuitively.
To confirm the recognition of voice commands, the clone
announces the actions of the system that will follow. As
some voice commands are used very often, such as for
example ”select”, a random choice between several messages
is provided, to avoid annoying repetitions of utterances by the

V. ACTION VERIFICATION MODULE
To have feedback about the machine processing, a talking
head was included. It provides audiovisual information about
the recognized voice commands and the head and hand tracking.
The talking head used in this project was developed as
a cloned 3D appearance with articulation gestures of a real
human [33], [34]. The eye gaze and head orientation of the
clone can be controlled independently to look at the user or
where the user is looking on the screen. The virtual neck is also
articulated and can accompany the eye-gaze movements. The
audiovisual messages can either be recorded by the original
human speaker, or synthesized from text input.
Most model-based and image-based systems describe the
influences of movements like lip protrusion or jaw oscillation
in limited regions of the face, whereas in reality articulatory
movement produces deformations all over the face. For example the nose wings move during speech production and some
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clone. In the current implementation, only French audiovisual
speech synthesis for the clone was available.
VI. A PPLICATION D EMOS
The proposed framework was tested in two scenarios, the
assembly of a piston and the 3D content based search using as
query a model generated using sketches and primitive objects.
A. Piston Assembly
In this scenario, the user had to assemble a piston using the
developed gesture-speech interface. Specific speech commands
described in Section IV-A.A were used to select an action and
then the objects are manipulated using gestures. Figures 19a-d
illustrate four consecutive steps of the procedure.
Fig. 20.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 19.

Using the MASTER-PIECE platform - rotating a car

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(d)

Gesture-Speech based assembly of a piston
Fig. 21.

Car sketching and recognition

B. 3D content-based search using sketches
In this scenario the user has to draw primitive objects using
sketches to assemble them into a more complex one and
to search into the database for similar objects using the 3D
content-based search engine (Figure 20).
Figure 21 illustrates four snapshots of the procedure of
trying to design a car and to search for similar content. Notice
that from the retrieved objects only the 8th is not a car as
illustrated in Figure 21d.
Figure 22 illustrates four snapshots of the procedure of
trying to design a car and to search for similar content. Notice
that all the retrieved objects are chairs 22d.

increase the immersion of the user to the application due to the
physical interaction of the user with the system. Finally, the
presented sketch-based query model generation for 3D search
eliminates the demand of an existing query model in order to
perform 3D search and provides the user with a natural means
of generating in 3D the query object.
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C. How to use: Gesture recognition

IX. A PPENDIX : S OFTWARE N OTES

1) Presentation: The gesture program system needs a
firewire stereo camera Bumblebee from Pointgrey [36]. It
works under linux (Mandrake Linux 9.2 3.3.1-2mdk) and has
been compiled with gcc version 3.3.1 on a Pentium IV 3Ghz
computer.
The executable file <pointage> takes the images from
camera, extract user body parts position (head and hands).
Then, the direction pointed by the user and the angles between
the hands are computed. These data can be sent through a pipe
to another application or through the network using socket
with the following format:
Head,Hb,Hx,Hy,Hz,Hand1,h1b,h1x,h1y,h1z,
Hand2,h2b,h2x,h2y,h2z,Pointer,px,py,
Angles,ab,a0,a1,TimeStamp,YYYYMMDD HHMMSS.ms
With:
——- Head ———• Hb: head present boolean (true if the head is tracked).
• Hx,Hy,Hz: 3D position of the head in meters from the
camera.
——- Hand1 ———
• h1b: first hand present boolean (true if the first hand is
tracked).
• h1x,h1y,h1z: 3D position of the first hand in meters from
the camera.
——- Hand2 ———
• h2b: second hand prsent boolean (true if the second hand
is tracked).
• h2x,h2y,h2z: 3D position of the second hand in meters
from the camera.
—— Pointer ——–
• px,py: the location pointed by the user on the screen in
pixels.
——- Angles ——–
• ab: valid angles boolean (true if the two hands are tracked
and if at least one of the hand is in front of user head)
• a0,a1: angles α and β of the hand.
——- TimeStamp ——–
• YYYY: year MM:month DD:day HH: hour MM:minute
SS:second ms: millisecond
For example when nobody is present the output of the
system is:
Head,0,0.00,0.00,0.00,Hand1,0,0.00,0.00,0.00,
Hand2,0,0.00,0.00,0.00,Pointer,-1280,-1024,
Angles,0,0.0000,0.0000,TimeStamp,20050809 171000.106

A. How to use: Assembly application
The virtual assembly application supports both mousekeyboard and the multimodal gesture-speech interface.
For performing virtual assembly the user has to:
• Select one of the available assembly scenarios in ”xml”
format available in the ”scenes” folder.
• From the ”Action Menu” select ”Start Assembly”
• Manipulate the objects, either using mouse-keyboard and
the actions in the ”Action Menu” or using gesture and
speech as described in the following subsections
• When two objects that should be connected are close
together they will snap.
For performing sketch-based 3D query model generation the
user has to:
• Import the required primitive objects in the scene using
either from the menu ”File->Insert Primitive” or using
sketches by ”Actions->Start Sketching” or using gesture
and speech as described in the following sections
• Manipulate the objects, either using mouse-keyboard and
the actions in the ”Action Menu” or using gesture and
speech as described in the following subsections
• Group primitives into a single object: Use ”Group>Select Group” to initiate grouping. Click on each subobject and to ”Group->Select Next” until all sub-objects
are selected. Finally click on ”Group->Finalize Selection”. Alternatively, the corresponding gesture-speech
commands can be used as described in the following
subsections.
• Finally, use ”File->Save Selected” to save the object and
use ”Actions->Search for Similar” to search for similar
content.
• Only after the 3D descriptor extraction is terminated use
”Actions->Retrieve Object” to retrieve the similar 3D
objects from the database.
B. How to use: 3D search engine
The 3D search engine uses as input a 3D triangulated model
in VRML format. The procedure for performing 3D search is
demonstrated in the batch file preprocess.bat. In particular the
user has to follow the next steps:
1) Generate the voxel model: Execute ”R3DST A
name.WRL”, where ”name.WRL” is the name of the
VRML file.
2) Generate initial descriptors: ”R3DST B name.vm K 16
3”, where ”name.vm” the name of the voxel model file,
and ”K”, ”16”, ”3” parameters of the algorithm.
3) Generate final descriptors: ”R3DST C name.Kraw 00
25”, where ”name.Kraw 00” are the initial descriptors
4) Finally, file ”ST Descr.Kraw 00.txt” is generated,
which contains the final descriptors.
5) Perform
matching:
”Retrieve.exe
DatabaseName”,
where
ST Descr.Kraw 00.txt
DatabaseName is either ITI, PB or All corresponding
in searching in the ITI the Princeton or both databases.
6) The retrieved object are listed in the resultsObjectName.txt file where ObjectName is the name of the
query model.

2) Configuration and calibration: To configure the gesture
application, the value of several parameters can be set in
<rep config/pointage.cfg>.
To configure the output socket or pipe:
• FLUX SORTIE: Set to 1,2,3 to use a pipe to give data
to another application on the same machine. Set -1 to
use a socket with a TCP/IP connection to give data to a
computer on the network.
• IPX ADRESSE: four number for the ip adress of the
remote computer when F LU X SORT IE = −1.
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• PORT: port used when F LU X SORT IE = −1.
To calibrate the camera and the screen (figure 23), some
parameters depending on their physical positions need to be
set (all distances are in meters):
distance
• DISTANCE X CAMERA CENTREIMAGE:
between the middle of the image and the camera on X
axis.
• DISTANCE Y CAMERA HAUTIMAGE: distance between the upper bound of the image and the camera on
Y axis.
• DISTANCE Z CAMERA IMAGE: distance between the
screen and the camera on Z axis.
• ANGLE CAMERA: angle between camera axis and Z
axis.
• HAUTEUR CAMERA: distance between the camera and
the ground on Y axis.
• TAILLE IMAGE X, TAILLE IMAGE Y: horizontal and
vertical size of the image.

paper must represent the main part of the centre of the image.
Once < W > is pressed, the paper must be hold during
about 10s. Then, in the console, the value for red and blue
parameters are display in one of the last line (for example: <
−−V aleursactuellesdelacamra : R : 13B : 47Exp : 400 >
means that B RED=13 and B BLUE=47 are the correct value).
The other parameters of the config file concern the detection
and tracking of body parts and should not be changed.
D. How to use: speech recognition
The speech recognition use the executable files:
<../ paroleV4/iomshell>,
<../ paroleV4/bigfifo>
and <../ paroleV4/tst mkvnb>
with the model:
<../modeles/echec 20050107 F15x27c g08 R0p.gkz>
for the vocabulary definition. To test the speech recognition
only, run the script < reco >. To change the number of
n-best results given change the parameter < −sol =>. The
first lines output when a word is recognize are:
200508111 00711.858 speech start
200508111 00712.083 speech end
!EXP: Src=si.inl;Type=f10.r10;File=5;
Then each n-best result is given on a separate line:
Sol=1 ; Dec=”balou” ; Score=1155 ; Gscore=-60976 ;
NbFrames=38 ; Bnodes=81 ; Time=50 ;
Where <Sol=> is the rank of the n-best solution, <Dec=>
contain the word recognized and <Score=> is the solution
score.
The speech commands available are :
TABLE I
S PEECH COMMANDS

Fig. 23.
Parameters for the camera and image: (D1) DISTANCE X CAMERA CENTREIMAGE.
(D2) DISTANCE Y CAMERA HAUTIMAGE.
(D3) HAUTEUR CAMERA.
(D4) DISTANCE Z CAMERA IMAGE.
(A) ANGLE CAMERA.

Some parameters defines the limits of the interaction field (in
meters):
• XE MIN, XE MAX: min and max X value for 3D
coordinates.
• YE MIN, YE MAX: min and max Y value for 3D
coordinates.
• ZE MIN, ZE MAX: min and max Z value for 3D coordinates.
The camera must be calibrated correctly.
• RESOLUTION CAMERA X,
RESOLUTION CAMERA Y: work resolution of the
camera (in pixels).
• B EXPOSURE: exposure parameter for the camera.
• B RED, B BLUE: white balance setting (from 0 to 64).
The value of the parameters of the white balance depends
on lighting condition. To find the good value for these two
parameters (B RED, B BLUE) an automatic white balance
procedure should be performed. A large white paper must
be shown in front of the camera and < W > key pressed
on the keyboard while gesture application is running. The

Nb

Speech Command

Action

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

no speech
mougli
lâche
sélectionne
balou
chercanne
échec
click
prend la reine
tour prend
cavalier prend
pose
met le roi
met la reine
O.K. là

no action
move
stop action
select object
rotate object
scale object
search object
select group
select next object
end select group
retrieve an object
save object
delete object
clone object
start sketching

E. How to use: fusion
The file <fusion> mix the speech recognition and the
gesture recognition and send all to the 3D application via a
socket connection. When gesture is mixed with speech, the
parameter FLUX SORTIE must be egal to 3 so that gesture
application output results on a pipe to fusion application.
To change the IP adress of the computer where the 3D
application is, change the value of ADRESSE IP1 in the
function void Acquerir().
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